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A recent article in Exposure, the publication of the Society
for Photographic Education, suggested that teachers have realized that
creative activities for children should not be limited to the making
of art, but should include talking and writing about works of art.
This concept may well be the legacy of many academic institutions
which offer MFA degrees (including degrees in photography) . For while
MFA candidates may primarily be concerned with producing works of art,
the fear is that students might "leave their photographic education
knowing only that the photographic community values print quality. . . (as)
the most important aspect of
photography."
In this thesis I attempt to come to grips with the non-technical




works. This analysis and the works themselves are submitted
as the "photographic
thesis"
in fulfillment of requirements for the MFA
degree in photography. While it is recognized that MFA students should
be able not only to execute works of art, but also be aware of the im
plications of that art, some confusion arises concerning the role of
the written portion of the MFA photographic thesis. One of the pertinent
definitions of
"thesis"
in The Oxford English Dictionary is
A proposition laid down or stated, esp. as a
theme to be discussed or proved, or to be main
tained against attack. ... 3
When such a definition is applied to a body of work which is, in part,
intended to be
"creative"
and when two modes of expression (language
and photography) are involved, there is a possibility that one mode of
expression may be subjugated by the other. And since the concept
"thesis"
is essentially verbal, the possibility is that the visual
mode of expression will follow the line of the verbal.
As I did not want to put myself in the position of having to
prove or illustrate a particular proposition with a thematically related
group or series of photographs, I chose to present three independent
creative works a regional quarterly magazine, a photographic book and
an exhibition of photographsand then to discuss them from a critical
perspective.
My thesis proposal suggests that procedures and criteria for editing
photographs differ as the purposes of the -material involved and/or the
individual editors differ. 4 While initially, perhaps, that proposition
sounds self-evident, a good deal of the difficulty and confusion to be
encountered in much of past and present photographic criticism is likely
due to a failure to recognize that photography has differing functions
to which different criteria might be applied. Part of the difficulty in
evolving a criticism beyond the discussion of photographic hardware and
techniques has been due to a general confusion about the relationship
of photography to journalism, art and social sciences. If one could,
as Imogen Cunningham suggested, "divide photography into its different
phases and be aware that there are differences,
"5-
some of the difficulty
in photographic criticism, it seems, could be alleviated. There has
been a tendency to evaluate or criticize
"photography"
without making
the allowance that it is comprised of such frequently disparate fields
as journalistic, commercial, documentary, medical, scientific and
personal expression photography. Thus, this paper will examine some of
the choices involved and the problems inherent in the editing or the
critical appraisal of three different works created by one photographer/
c
editor in light of the purposes served by the material.
Editing, a process of evaluation and selection, is itself a form
of criticism (the "art of estimating the qualities and character of
literary or artistic
work").'
The task of a photography editor, then,
is, after estimating the qualities and character of photographs, to
select the best photographs for publication and/or exhibition. But what
is
"best"
and the purpose that the
"best"
will serve is very much con
tingent on the perspective of the editor. While Susan Sontag may judge
Diane
Arbus'
work by suggesting that in Diane Arbus "everyone. .. looks
(in some sense) the
same"
and sees Arbus as putting forth a negative
view of humanity, Nathan Lyons "raises another question, about what's
been selected out of her work, to represent her, by someone else
perhaps her
editor."
With Arbus as well as numerous other photographers,
critics and viewers are possibly dealing with a body of work very much
influenced by the concerns of people other than the photographer. Thus,
it becomes important to examine criteria for selection so that the
evaluation of the work by the editor and/or critic can be inspected (and
agreed with or refuted) in light of his or her own standards or frame
work of critical analysis.
Discussion of the three works Mountain Review, a regional quarterly
magazine of fiction, journalism, poetry, photography and art; Time Was,
a book of photographs edited from a regional photographic archives with
text edited from a regional oral history program of taped interviews;
and a photographic exhibition of 35 original photographs edited from a
larger body of work (60 photographs) will provide examples of some of
the problems and solutions involved in the selections of specific
photographs and of several different uses of photography, including




Susan Sontag's method of criticism in On Photography, a book which
first appeared as a series of essays in The New York Review of Books,
involves a continuous comparison of words and photography as ways of
knowing. She claims, in discussing the Farm Security Administration
portraits supervised by Roy Emerson Stryker, that the project was
"unabashedly propagandists,
"
that it "implicitly defined its point of
view,"
and that it was
"idiomatic."*
For Sontag, photography is "a
means by which, precisely, anything can be said, any purpose served.
"^
But, paradoxically, she also proposes that photography cannot create
moral positions, can only help build or reinforce them when there is an
already existing context of feeling and
attitude.--
Thus, she separates
thought (understanding) and sense-perception (seeing) . Because under
standing is rooted in the ability to say
'no,'"
photography may be
"only an invitation to fantasy and
speculation."^ She apparently assumes
that one cannot say
"no"
to a photograph and that speculation doesn't
lead to understanding. But to Rudolf Arnheim, concerned with the visual
relationships of physical things, the most pernicious idea in Western
Civilization is the dichotomy between thinking and looking. Arnheim
sees such a dichotomy in Berkeley's empiricism in which image may only
be particular (there can be no image of
"man,"
only particular men), and
in Piaget's separation of motor, perceptual and intellectual
phases.-*
Arnheim and Richard Zakia, the author of Perception and Photography,
adapting those theories of Gestalt which influenced Bauhaus work in
photography, see visual artistic activity as a process of indivisibly
related forms of reasoning and thinking. Yet while photography may not
be dependent on words as a way of knowing, it may also be true that as
the function of photography changes, its relationship to words may
change. The difference between photographs found in a journalistic article
and on the wall of a gallery may be of some illustrative quality. In
illustrative roles, photographs seem to be considered secondary to
words. Thus for W. Eugene Smith "Ideally every photograph [in a photo
essay] would fill both the artistic function and the necessity of
journalism."
But he also recognized that this is not realistic. Cornell
Capa defines the work of the photojournalist as ''the storytelling work,
not the single picture of great beauty,
"^
and according to Anthony
Armstrong-Jones the photographer is "there to illustrate, like a car
toonist: to emphasize certain things perhaps, but above all to make
people read the
piece."
According to John Morris, a former New York
Times picture editor, "it's very hard to achieve the delicate intellectual
balance between pictures and ideas. So often the top story of the day
just defies illustration. "^ In such an instance Eugene Smith has
enjoyed illustrating the manuscript in "some very free-form way that
allowed me not to illustrate one little passage. . .but allowed me to
illustrate the feeling of the
subject."-*^
Certainly the basic fact for
the photojournalist is that words and photographs have seldom "gotten
together as equals, each with his heart in
it.''^
My realization of the difficulties of trying to combine photographs
with words in an illustrative way came about through my involvement
with a quarterly magazine, Mountain Review (Fig.l). The magazine
developed from a one year (1973-74) National Endowment for the Arts
grant for a high school writing workshop, the guidelines of which
called for the publication of a journal at the termination of the grant
period. There were no specifications indicated and the resultant
journal or magazine might assume any form. As one of the founding
editors and later the Photography and Art Editor, and the Project
Director of a second NEA grant (1976-77) to publish the magazine and
continue writing and photography workshops, I had a major role in
helping shape the evolving character of Mountain Review.
The fact that Mountain Review attempted to be a truly regional
magazine conceived as a voice for all Appalachians, young and old,
scholars and those not formally educated dictated to a great extent
its journalistic content, which then influenced my choices of illus
trations. While attempting to reflect the culturally diverse Appalachian
region, articles, drawings and photographs which reinforced the image
of
"Appalachia"
as a backward place inhabited only by poor, ignorant
people were excluded. It was decided early on not to limit the
contents to the writings of the high school workshop since this would
limit the audience and, therefore, diminish distribution possibilities,
but to include a section by students in each issue. And, although
the current trend seems to be for specialized interest magazines, it
was felt that Mountain Review would stand a better chance of reaching
a wide variety of people in the area if the subject matter were not
limited to folklore, political issues or history. With a wide range of
material, including journalism, fiction, poetry, reviews, interviews, art
Fig.l
mountain Review
and photography, it was felt Mountain Review could find its way into
libraries and classrooms, as well as homes.
It quickly became evident that each issue of the magazine could
easily be filled by writers from academia. But a conscious effort
was made to avoid this possibility and to regularly include such
pieces as "Two Boys and Their
Pets"
(Vol.1,No. 3) (Fig. 4), by a grand
mother who writes stories for her grandchildren, works in her garden
and goes to church. In the same issue is an article on
"Urbanization"
by an assistant professor of geography at a sfcate university, who is
interested in Appalachian development and problems of rural health care
delivery, an essay on "Autumn in
Appalachia"
by a 15 year old girl and
a short article by the head of the English department at a university.
The first issue of Mountain Review contains an article on "Bridge-
sitting"
("...here in the mountainous region of Eastern Kentucky, your
pastime pleasures are somewhat restricted") by a recent high school
graduate and an article on "Video and Miners: Appalachia and
Wales"
by
a Rhodes Scholar in political science who is interested "in allowing
Appalachians to communicate with and learn from people in similar
situations people who were involved in or had already faced similar
battles to those we face in the mountains at
home."
By including articles on topics relating directly to the area within
a magazine not solely containing political discussion, Mountain Review
has the capability of being politically relevant without running the
risk of scaring off potential readers. "What Is a Credit
Union?"
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THERE WAS TWO BOYS T1IEIR NAMES WERE JOE
AND JACK. THEY HAD A PONY THEY LIKED TO
RIDE THE PONY TO THE STORE. THEY WOULD
TAKE TURNS RIDING THE PONY THEY WOULD
TIE THE PONY UP TO A TREE CLOSE TO THE
STORE- THE BOYS WOULD BUY CANDY AND
FEED SOME TO THE PONY HE LIKED CANDY
ONE DAY SOME MEAN BOYS GAVE THE PONY
SOME POISON WHILE HE WAS TIED UP AT THE
STORE THE PONY ALMOST DIED THE BOYS
WENT POR HELP A HORSE DOCTOR WAS CALL
ED HE SOON HAD THE PONY BETTER SOME ONt
SAW THE BOYS WHO GAVE THE PONY POISON
THE BOYS WERE SENT TO IAIL T1IL PONY WAS
SOON AS GOOD AS EVER. BUT THE BOYS NEVER
TOOK THEIR PONY TO THE STORE ANY MORE
BUT THEY ALWAYS BROUGHT BACK SOME
CANDY FOR THEIR PONY BUT ONt DAY A
HORSE KICKED THE PONY IN THE HEAD AND
KILLED THE PONY THE BOYS WERE HEART
BROKEN THEY CRIED AND CRIED THEY LOVED
THEIR PONY SO MUCH THEIR DAD PROMISED
TO BUY THEM ANOTHER PONY BUT THI. BOYS
SAID THEY DIDNOT WANT NO OTHER PONY
THEY COULD NEVER LOVE ANOTHER PONY
BUT ONE DAY THEIR DAD BROUGHT HOME A
PRETTY BROWN AND WHITE PUPPY THEY SOON
LEARNED TO LOVE THEIR NEW PUPPY VERY
MUCH AND THEY WERE TWO HAPPY BOYS AND
A VERY HAPPY LITTLE PUPPY..
by
RubyLeeMaddox
Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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immediately appeal to everyone. Yet the theory was that a magazine
offering a variety of material would reach those who might never be
exposed to such journalism.
The photography used as illustration for articles and fiction
has been from a variety of sources. Not only have photographs been
made to illustrate particular articles, but
"found"
photographs have
also been used as illustration. As I realized that photographs from
the Archives at which I work often seemed somehow illustrative or
suggestive of a particular article, or aspects of an article or story,
or seemed more general than particular in nature, I began illustrating
articles and fiction with such photographs. Since I did not want to
impose particular creeds on the magazine, but felt that I should merely
try to present the spectrum of views held by contributors, I felt that
I should only resort to taking photographs, or using my own file
photographs, for illustration when no others could be located, or when
deadlines were imminent.
With Mountain Review the text has usually come first and only
later are the photographs sought as illustration of the text sometimes
in a literal way and sometimes in a more abstract way. Thus it has
often been necessary to overlook a lack of artistic merit or other
considerations in order to use a photograph that is able to offer a
particular kind of information. As Eugene Smith admitted, "Sometimes
I have used pictures. .. that I simply had not been able to bring to the
very highest of photographic standards, but that I found to be essential
for the
book."13
An article in Mountain Review, "TVA Coal Industry Villain or
Victim?"
(Vol. 3,No. 1) , that deals with the history of the Tennessee Valley
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the difficulty in illustrating a given text with photography. Most
of the incidents recorded in the article either did not lend themselves
to a visual explanation or had occurred so long ago that securing
photographs of the actual events was difficult even if possible. It
was felt, however, that some visual relief from six pages of type was
necessary. Since many readers glance through a magazine before
reading it, photographs and illustrations, in addition to headlines in
bold typeface, tend to first attract attention. Thus two photographs
were selected from the Appalachian Photographic Archives to illustrate
a sense of what the article is about. There is discussion of mining
operations as early as the 1930s, and the portrait of the coal miner
(Fig.S) that was used could date from that period. The directness of
his gaze is arresting and helps to remind the reader of the human
element involved in this discussion of the TVA. Therefore, the stress
on the corporate nature of the TVA is contrasted with the individual
miners who have mined the coal being discussed.
The photograph of the trains (Fig. 9) helps make concrete the
process of producing, buying and shipping tons of coal. So many large
numbers mentioned in the article might anaesthetize the reader from
their actual meaning. The photographs of the miner and the trains may
help the reader to visualize how many tons one man can mine, how many
tons it takes to fill a railroad car, and how many men must fill how
many railroad cars to reach those figures
of production discussed. And
finally, the pictures provide a visual insight into how wide an influence
the TVA's buying practices could have over the years. The photographs
represent all coal miners and the process of producing coal, and thus
become symbols.
A photograph used illustratively may take on a more general
15
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and che*yem for linking a new nunc tn a new generating
plant via una train or hsrge It wa* with
thi* philosophy
of mine-plant y*icm that TVA and Peabody be-aine
panncr* TVA* development of the cyclone furnace, an
inverted mne which feed* coal under
tremendou*
pressure into the combustion chamber, making n possible
io bum efficiently lower grade sinp
mined coal aided in
One of the most audacion* reveUtmna of (hi* pair*
cooperation came in June ot 1961 TVA announced in
Washington. D C . that t* was -upending at
Famine
Steam Plant in Muhlenberg County , Ky . and building at
ihe site the world'* largest generating unu -costing
IIM.000.000 aid
produc*--
1.1M.000 kilowatt* of power
TVA .aid thai the new unit wouH conaume I0,0 too*
of
coal a day and tbe aupplier, under * long term imp
mine
tonim. would be Peabody Coal Co
Ironically, on the same day thai the newTVA unu wa*
announced bi Waahtngion the Attorney General of
Kentucky announced in Frankfort
thai tbe stale waa suing
Peabody Coal for "wtaiing the
mate'* unp mine control
law Not onlywa* Pnbody ma obeying
state regulatim*.
they were operating
without a tnp mine prnnk. wtiioiii
filing a p-clam-iNM plan for tbe
land prior to stripping it.
andwuhoui posting bond or paying
acreage or permit fee*
a* required by tbe sure law.
Five year* later TVA uacd iu power of eminent
domain aa a federal agency to force II landownera in
Union Counry. Ky , to allow it to budd a llv, mile
Fig. 8
to I and Camp No II (on TVA". Camp
rvrs) mines to a nvcr outlet (The two
are actually owned by TVA but operated by
ts from bctng placed
un their property Twehe landowner* lost; Peabody and
1VA built the conveyor to run W.000 tons ofcoal a day
InOctoberof 1974. the TVA board approved a loan of
113 million to Peabody TWacontract calk for the company
to open a new deep mine on TVA'a coal lands on the
former military reservation-Camp Breckmnd-e -tn Union
(jjuniy Ky TVA agreed to pay all capital cose* and
periling coats of the mine and. in addition, granted the
company a "management
fee'
of M> cents a ton and a
guaranteed "reasonable
profit"
on all coal that come*
fmm the II million am reserve TVA will pay about III 01
a ion for the coal-coal a already own*- when the mine
begin* production in three year* (The coat of under
ground coal production u eaianaied ai about $7 a Ion.)
Peabody. ihe naram's largest coal company, claims
that because of us long term contract* with an average
price of |7 11 per loom 1974, u haui't earned ufficieni
return on as capaa! to enable a large increase in
production With TVA'* loan, however, Peabody didn't
have to borrow money on the open market at ihe then
gang rate of 1 1 percent One result of thai will be thai
Peabody'*major stockholder, ihe Morgan Guaranty Trual
Bank tt New York Cny. will not have to lend any of ua
money to the fumbling gtara, thus continuing to roll in
cash al the market 'a high interrsi rates while gaining a
A financial analyaai of Ktmrcoti Copper aays that
Peabody had pre-tax earning* in 1972 off11 7 million or
an actual prc-taa inveetment return of only 1 I percent
TIlM -mm rate ta lower than that on atandard bank
aavmg* arnrum* It also aays Peabody earned about W
cents a ton ofcoal for each ton a mined in 1972. compared
to the 11.14 a ton earned by the Plttaton Company, the
nation a largen independent coal company This teporr
abo said that Psabody has performed so poorly that it ha*
trtmmtf aflvewd the cash to debt raro ofKemteeoti and
primarily becauae of Peabody'* record, the parent
company' cash-debt ratio changed from five to one in
1971 Ketumon'* profit* were up 11 percent last year
Straying from ita usual manner of requiring
competitive bidding on coal contracts. TVA offered ihn
bonania deal only to Peabody whichmay or may nm have
been related lo TVA's ofler of ft billion (book value of
habody waa estimated at 1710.000,000) to Kennecort
Copper ro purchase ihedn-TM-ofder-dcoaJcompany TVA
Dnjbllru Prahodyt earning* were more nrflective
of the divestaure order than merited by actual money
intake, but the fumbling of the company, in extraordi
narily high mine death rate Iindustry leader in 1971), aa
refusal to obey reclamatam law*, and it* overall tnabdrry
io demnnatrate that could help lead coal into the field a*
an acceptable subsruuie fuel, all reflect on ihe TVA t
accountutg approach to coal production Even more
doubtlrssly. however, a reviacd Pesbody--under Kenne-
cott *or someone cl*e* management when the FTC order
b dissolved-d ins position to ram a giant sued notch into
TVA* tightly girded coal budget TVA* recent problem*
with Mapco demonatralc how poorly the agency under-
stonda the cool industry and how poorly it ha* prepared
ncelf for the new coal market
M-pco-'TIKl"
Means Good Luck
Mapco. Inc of Tulsa. Okla , was formed in 19*0 to
transpon liquified petroicvim gas from ihr southwest
to nudwetrem aaate* That prafkafale business led to
diveniTicaiKMi of the company's interests li acquired ad
and gaa properties in the Uruta Basin in Uu), ^j ,
Indonesia In I9M it act-jved Thermngas, s naipir
propane marketing company, and tn 1961, the Indianhtm
Farm Supply Co , a suppber and dunributa of liquid
feniluer products, was added
Starting in 1971, Mapco began to acquire coal
properties The first waa the Webster Coal Corp in
western Kentucky, on independent suppber which sold
coal to TVA for |) 41 a too in 1966, Iks deep mine, tbe
Dotilu, produces steam coal (BTU I2,l. SOI J t% , Ash
11 1%) wah sales prananiy (90% ofprodncuoa) to TVA'a
ofM tons per man shift at tha
U S average of II ion* per mi
In September 1974, Mapco increased na price to TVA
from t> to lilt 10 per ton FOB tat a five-year, 1 41
itultton-ton-a-yrar contract A "Corporate Finance Infer.
matno
Memorandum"
on Mapco ptepaied by Bear,
Steams and Co , dated May li, 1971, say* "Although
Doiiki waa profitable before ihe new comraci came into
effect, tbe 110 10 per too pnee increase, the greatest part




sbould be about 116.1 mdlioo, or 10 90 per share, and the
favorable coot escalatam (i c pass-through) previsions of
the contract are eipeaed uj produce continuing high
levda of rammf* in"- g years
"
Aubrey Wagner. Chairman of the TVA board said
about this cootr-cl "the price is enxsatve out of all
11%) to TVA's BuD Run Steam Plan at a 113.60 a
ton
ddn-ndpncelor77,(Kionsaweek Tits pnee include*
a modest 11 47 increase Fakon received the same week
that Mapco gm it* IM 10 incteaae
Fakon had been the sole suppber for TVA's BuD Run
plan untd recently when the agency had
to seek a higher
sulfur coal Tlw eleciroacauc prcctpifaion at Bull Run
supply to be lost
Though TVA
n ui auppotimg the od comparue*
Mapco-Fakoti
In 1971 Mapco. Inc and Falcon Seaboard, Inc of
Houatoo announced a proposed merger wnh Mapco
emerging aa the surviving company
Mapco is currently
TVA'i nimhlargesi Hippbcr and Falcon from u*Breadun
County. Ky , atnp mam t
supplier The completion of
Island Creek out af second position tn TVA'a
delivered by Fakon. TWa contract (BIU 1 1.WO.
S02
1}%, Aafa 17 1%) ana accorded to Texas Energy
Scmn,bu:.,Ba~baKlany rfKan-bS-rvWB, Inc Kaneb
emend tbe coal buamem m 1971 wtrh tbe p
Scanabury Co In 1973 d .
TitnCin Kentucky and eapect a 1971 pmductMn of
from wfucfa it gen IIM perceni of as coal-1
ranging from a low offit to a kagh of111.10 on long-tr
In 1970, I
Kelly and William Scurgdl cod propcitic* at eaanrn
Kentucky eaumaied to holdmote than 140 imfljoa tan af
coal and their vanou* coal comparue* for 11.699,000 cash
and |7 100.000 in notes Fakon hod earbcr taken control
ofOleum, lm . a gas aod od producuoo compaoy and abo
ho* od and gas ptupemet in the Nonh Ses
William Sturgdl came (0 Haiard. Ky . m \iw a*
Association, and bought his fun mme. the Oak Branch
MuungCo in 1916 Three year* laterhe joined force* with
Richard KcSy who bad been mining in the Haaard. Ky ,
area since 1913 By 1970. tbe Sturgtll and Kelly operauon,
under (he company name of Kentucky Oak Mining, was
ihe largest inp mining operation m cast Kentucky
TVA was no small pumcr in ibn prosperous
enterprise While tnp mining of coal had
begun on a





operoi7)n* in the mountain*
Wnh tbe close, active cooperation and support of
TVA
engineer*. KeRy and Scntgill began to experiment Ar ihe
fust tune with large scale strip mnung equipmem in
Appalachian Geld puce*
the agency would begm to b
1 What he did not mi the amaB group of
hoard's drifeerauons waa that TVA
bad already tied tip over 71 pcax** of aa total coal needs
for the next five reamwith the -gs^fomerasea, and that 11
was beaded for the mountain* looking in bid their as M
always had Within two months the agency waa gleefully
repana-g 111 a too bids for 11,000-plu* BUI cool in the
Haiard fields The aitmegy waa working agam
In I9i , TVA
KcttnackyOak Mining far ttw puidMae of 1 1 million ton*
ofcoal per year, or 10.000 torn a week KeDy and Sna-pl
Falcon aaHiBn all coal (BTU 10,100. 500 0.1% . Ash
a-8 c enmact the TVA C
coal. By Thursday bewifl know if his bid sms low enough
bribe -pecrfkd Bonam plaM, or find out ifall order* w
"at
average apeedkatBin coal dropped fans lll-ll to |14, lb
m a matter otweeks. ("tifaJy doar to p-aJ-ctioo coats
formatmmRoperator*whohavenew etpnptnent and 1ry
10 pay decern wages. By September the TVA stockpile*
l-lll day IJ rmllion mns-that the
rd pabbdy n was In
ihe spa maikn in September Price* dropped further and
the agency bought nearly 100.000 ton* anyway A.i ihe
pnee got lower, however, the agency waa confronted with
constant detrvct"-* from term suppber* who were
overtedrng stockpile* The result is that very birle chrap
accountant* try to do Thecon~k~nc~~i~Bmust be paid ihr
higher pnee far the lower quality coal
Tbe UMW rrhe at the wmter of 1974-Tl which ai
some ptntns th~~~t~md to he more of a problem than n>
Fig. 9
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meaning because of its juxtaposition to a certain text and its specific
context may be enlarged or enhanced by its relationship to ideas




in Mountain Review (Vol. 3,No. 2) (Figs. 10,11)
photographs of people other than those discussed in the articles are
successful, I think, as illustrations, because the photographs transcend






ponents of a projected book of essays about the*Appalachian experience
to be edited by Jim Wayne Miller, a professor at Western Kentucky
University. "The Road
Back,"
written by Betty Payne James, concerns
itself with those university educated Appalachians who have tried to
return permanently to the rural, isolated areas of the mountains.
She writes about "the hillsides in valleys we have unwillingly left
behind."
As Ms. James explains, "our sense of belonging to that
time-
caught landscape draws us, in our separation from it, to some continual
and certain knowledge of return."^ "A Felt
Linkage"
begins with
several introductory paragraphs about high school graduates having to
leave home in order to find jobs, and goes on to address the emotional
changes in one's self image. Mr. Miller claims "we need this felt
linkage (with past generations) which is true culture, for it tells us
who we
are."1-'
In the photograph illustrating the "Felt
Linkage"
article (Fig.10),
the Van Lear Senior Class remains a specific group of people they are
even named. But the nostalgia aroused by the photograph for our own
Senior Class complements those nostalgic feelings evoked in the text for
Appalachia and going home. In the same way, the photograph of mother and
home used to illustrate "The Road
Back"
(Fig. 11) renders a sense of the
17
A Felt Linkage
by Jim Wayne Miller
T
M. he editor of * Kentucky weekly recemly espressed
concern about hi* counry i lcr*a ul skilled *nd educated
young people Kt nude I unique prupusal Let's tax
the
income* of people who have been educated in ihe county
but who weni elsewhere io earn living, he suggested
ikxtors, lawyer, and (killed worker! (oi the lint rwenry
rear* of their employmeni outside tbe county
That prupusal didn'i gu unchallenged A letter to the
rdiitx promptly pointed oui ihat the courtly
didn t educate
a tingle teacher, docior or lawyer, thsl ihe high ichno)
emphatired meaiional training and. even mo.
-runny-five
per cent ofm graduates hd ro go out of the county <o find
tob* Abo, oiosi ul those who wem on id * college or
university etoewhrre
couldn t hope to mum to the cmutty
(or professional* and highly skilled
they .uck oui wh ne* and
ene Living in London in
Bennett.
new hardl
Almou everyone he 1 new had like himself come up Irom




Wotfr wrote hi* lu novel ii
Amer** u le-asi hai you cai e again.
Obvnuly m*ny tvtl the CDumry do leave
lunv. are educated nd then return peimanently ' live
ju*i half a mile down he road Ir
mf^J motke-r* They
heir father indemer family bustnesse*. ihe law irmwiih
It 1
:y from ihe place of
(jcrman boy. (oined the Roman legion, **
mercenaries
And .urelv for cemunes before
thai If the wruer of
Onesi* had been* sociologist, be would have noced there
were unemployed menWig down ui the boondock* who
got word ihey were hiring nn ihe Tower ofBabel and *o
/.--, Way*, Wilier
WtUrrn Kmifck)
Bin turely it's easier logo home lornosi other part* of
America than to Appalachia Unleai you belong io * liny
Amencan* ihe poignancy of ihat phrase. You can't go
birrally may nu be there any longer Actress Patricia NeaJ
recently returned to Knuxville for s reunion of ber high
school class, bui the couldn't go hotne io Packard,
Keniucky, where ihe was bora The town cca*ed lo "*i










Ht tow oow thai yam can I go hume again mol evt
Tim ihi road iaei
Tbomai Wolf, YOU CASTGO HOME AGAIN
.;,-
of belonging id
n knowledge oi rei urn
ofu* who belong truly id the mountains.
lie homc-gfnn| Inevitable, inescapable.
mr-caught land.cape
- Lihurbm learning id speak a language not really our own
the awareness -A ourselves and what we truly are rises and
ill within u* like ihe vaioni ebbing and waning upon
the hilbud-t in valley* we have unwdlinglv left behind





I mrrrniy <,/ Amoua, i no
ata-
trr buj***4. Al Jtmti.
<>-
ntormtd ro lit Brrra arwa m 1970 Oman aft itmtli
pnt-alt prrtt, uSt tmd Al art prrstnl/y iaudpntting a
col/wciiam of rtgrotal rtenpti
'-,' < at/ad THE
POSSUM CCJOKBOOK
raduallt . <
hnh ,,, liege ha* prepared us are pa
n entrenched ut-political psirona)
it like plum* Tenaciously, because ot
stay we try for any |ob thai we can fin,
m down under pressure
i am) Gill tyofu. a
farced to retreat again tu the (Kiiude. rc-assuming ihe
somewhat awkward foreign identities which we had earlier
acquired and had hoped to leave behind in going home
What polish we tend to acquire then, we displaced
Appalachian*' Whai a flair develop foi aasimilattng
cultural trait* run really natural to us We learn id laugh
more easily. Io apeak more freely. Io respond to sirangen
vnit casual informality , Io re-gail our walking
Io a
sidewalk pace How often we learn ro give over our innate




of those firms and suburban communitto
in which we are ihocked to discover ourselves hedged by
Eventually, the more stubborn among ua try sgain to
go home These determined home-going* tend id become
and winding mountain highways crowded by coal
truck'
pulling U-Haul trailers loaded with books, several raiher
good pieces of furniture, automat* washers. TVs, s good
guitar, ume tastefully framed mespensive original prims.
nice clothing, Portugese cooking utensils,
and
band-crafted mug. These are not our only
acquisition*
from theoutBide, bur ihey ate integral to ua now, and
we
Abet Lkryi Calirgt PhotographicArrhnri
Fig. 11
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universal quality of loss which, in turn, helps the audience empathize
with the plight of the dispossessed Appalachians. By setting up our
nostalgia for universal situations of loss and time passing the photo
graphs take us into the particularness of the text and create in us a
vulnerability to the situation of those dispossessed people.
Another example of an archival photograph used to illustrate a
text is the photograph of the young boy in "The Life of James Claibourn
Jones"
(Vol. 3,No. 3) (Fig. 12). Possibly no one knows who the young
boy in the photograph is or was, but he isn't the actual James Claibourn
Jones who speaks in the autobiography. Yet, we are willing to suspend
disbelief and accept this boy as the youthful Jones as we would an actor
playing the part.
The illustrative photograph may sometimes legitimately be inaccurate
or inconsistent as long as it does not cause discord with the sense of
the text. For example, in the article "Take My Sins
Away"
(Vol.1,No. 4)
(Figs. 13-16) one will notice that the window is first dark (Fig. 13) and
then light (Fig. 15). The reader/viewer may wonder, due to the sequence
of the photographs, whether the service began in the evening and lasted
till dawn or whether, as was actually the case, the service began in
the early evening and lasted until 11:00 pm. Cutlines accompanying the
photographs would have explained this and perhaps given a clearer
insight into what was actually going on in the service; but I failed to
notice the windows before going to press and, more important, I didn't
feel that readers needed an explanation of what was going on in each
photograph. Because there are no captions to provide easy connections
between photographs and text, room is left for personal interpretation
of the photographs. So the pictures become more than illustrations and









Iandkiflcdhiamet ftneathewooda He and I nan awny from dtem andwenr to
dcarod a small bnaoaio raise corn wymhet Iwas abour dgbc year*old
was bom in Floydcn-nty, enough far bread, andgroundbacon sritenmyparents separated. One day a
Kentucky, oo theAno-ldFor*of mmmral between twoHat roctacm anbrdwaM-e-fJohaHayitada
BeaverCrrefc, FebrnaryH, !?.My & ibenativeclifli, we taled bouae-raiauig;mymotherdetermined




fatherhn< ahold timem-abe UaeSna*. She
moflvr,MiasbhccaAnaU.-** fcii^.lwi llilfall fcll h* --daaad "Goodes
CouHayofAtatUBydCottigt Photograph* Arc,
nry.VkiW-. anaadhit lute6eld**-*hear* Mwlmi*--aii-iLd-Bd paid, "Why
SHily after IwwbanBrp--M J fcwhf rariagitfA-fr-*t hmdyBancs,"nod then washowdy
-|i-tand*-nMaiaa-~dicH-h, and*tedMTMdMatey* fahag over the bead andiach*. thenaeiacd
t7UBedjone>n7ft,aihwrnr *aiar**-*.Myfc*w her. -<b
hero---
daty^ fence to
Uter,whi--N-M-r*api-M-r halgi fiftya** far-*.*and *enadaadbeaterwnh *dubuntil
enter*mrhaamis*,
ahafe-M-
a Mtar^aA- *cn-idnotmndup. andtfacn-i
thrn ume nil-wmiMafiM Tkt*mlmw*w-U***- barbaton ber neck and puled - bet
bce-ta-BdalUadaraip-K.Mr HlirfM^MMl*!* hafraai aaa left her ly^inthemad
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-arUr"
te an*** Osd Uf. try to prate nlntswi bdHwiiw Tn ntafa
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*sd for yoa. aad prate tte lord
Wbr I gn ute *t ten*, tenterMn. far nynb. and ynl ten la mtk, ate Id fan kr my ranrd fa te pn* wt
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no tun. Prate ite Urd fan a
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Fig. 13 Fig. 14
yadadfatrynaat-Maadt-ifads -rata Ite Urd. Aad wte. w* M tten that, prahw fa* Ind. Prafa* (fad, ate I
S*d ftfaae Aa Ud. sw'n dnggfcbg n.1 af-nsrt fagafaor. taarbfanfa, aad nnteddo-., prateOsd. nad-teal gn
"-""*- If - s-a'< t t-BMhor, enl n> fa nybaad.nfaalaa-7M.-nkn0ad.lB-l
W.-gtenn-nt. pntelteUrd.Tte hist is wifa n* na't b*. n. nana btef ted I Inanl fan teilgfa lottoopa.
MM* UB* asks wnb what the fa*, fan Tit arbWnganarnana ten lo fab prsfaaOn. Aad I an fa 1I11H ig. dan
fan tte etfta os-hs, sssd m mm fa Bfa, araaslbt Cfad. tten*a then tattt. prafa*Osd. aad I art
*w* IteO-n thai H. .aaa* t. -art Aadbid*y.h--*-,yiab-n--|ti>pnte to faatag right gsad. pnfas 0ad.| gn fa
4J Houalala tea*
Fig. 15 Fig. 16
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An example of a photograph used as illustration that is inaccurate
in relation to the text is the photograph of the cabin (Fig. 17)
accompanying the essay, "Come Home and
Gone"
(Vol. 3,No. 2) . The illus
tration and the layout chosen are only one of a number of possibilities,
but this photograph bears the closest resemblance to the cabin of the
text than any other photograph of a cabin in the Appalachian Photo
graphic Archives. The text refers to a front porch on the cabin. It's
doubtful that the wooden awning and the front step of the threshhold
could be considered a porch, but I felt that the photograph adequately
represented my own visual image of the cabin in all other respects;
therefore, I decided to use it. But perhaps another editor would be
bothered by the discrepancy.
Historical photographs from the Archives have also been used to
illustrate fiction in Mountain Review, the first attempts being "The
Election"
and "The Day They Got the
Duke"
(Vol. 2,No. 4) (Figs. 18-21) .
However, neither application results in a successful illustration of
the stories involved. In "The
Election"
the photographs used as illus
tration have no relation to the action or setting of the story (which
is concerned with a changing political scene as evidenced by new
young candidates and the waning political influence
of old timers) , but
rather depend on actual words (i.e. the sign on the train) to connect
them with the text. The fact that the photographs are in some way
connected with the elective process does not make them successful illus
trations of a story about elections. In "The
Duke"
the two photographs
(Figs. 20-21) , judging from dress, seem to be from distinctively different
time periods. Frequently a photograph can, in fact, transcend its
particularness. In this case, although an argument could be made that





Lumps ofhouse coal the sue of unabridged dictionariesappearcd in a heap
one day last winter next io the century-old, vacant log cabin on our ridge
A Santa-faced, whiie-hatred. old man carrying a bunuii-and-gravy belly had
come home to the plate where he had been raised Both showed (heir year*
John Nicholas, my two-year-old, and I knew we had a new neighbor when the
coal appeared
As the sting ofAppalachianwinter softened, we would see ihe old man up and
around as we drove by each morning With his tune running out, he wa* spending
hia sixty-seventh year fixing the home place
up"
even though hr only rented what
his Daddy had once oarned.
He patched on the front porch He clipped ihe ranks of puckers from ihe apple
[rees he had planted as boy He battled the weeds from the garden plot, plowed
(he stale earth, and put in his seeds You could see the place lift its head each day
A ledger waa being balanced in the old man's mind.
, arrttrr Catlii
UUu- Inn ia CharUuon. WtUVa
He hod apeni must of his life hewing sandstone for walls and patios for the
"high folks up ui South Hdls
"
liach lime he said it that way. the high folks were
pegged down a run-h in his estimation
The rocks hr had shaped had absorbed hi* strength and his health Each day
thai summer he played out before hr thought hr should Still, hr was proud <*
lasting aa long as hr tuuld Thr young summer and lis heat shaved down his
endurance bui not hi* will
June and July brought up his corn Hit rows wrrr straight and traded
His
apples camr in The cabin looked tighter and maybr rven a lutlr siraightrr
John Nicholas and I atopped on ourway homrrver>unietna whilr We waved
whenever we passed John Nicholas waved when (hr old man was inside cursing
the heat
Wr saw him the last time sitting on hi* porch wnh it ahrri lucked around his
ntik Old Mr Caodorph. a mrkry-fowled character from over ihr side of thr hill,
was brush-hogging ihe old man raggedy netk hairs with a hand clipper ihai hr
bad honed on his own naked-netkrd boy They grinned
-hrrpi-hl\ ai us. and John
Nicholas laughed So did I
Then we didn't m-i-htm fur tour or five days
Thr stair police ars and (hr ambulance camr latr on a rainy Sunday night in
August Simr said hr dird from thr bottle Other* -.aid foul plat,
I knew hrwas gone before thr polite arrived His winter's leavings of toa| had
vanished
1 watched his corn brown and shrivel I thought about
hi'
Iom harvest lelt in ihr
field-
John Nicholas stopped waving at thr cabin after a while Hr knrw tin I gut
"
And it was not too long after that a new pile uf coal field
dutmnanr-
appeared
in a heap in from of the cabin
Fig. 17
The Election
"Time don't set still. . .
not even in the
mountains."
A story by. Floyd Adams
aspoa tbrho-sssat the tnoMhd the
hollow nodwaswiodnghsway to the
top, ever soalnrly aoasnot toylsih
any al theorengt.muddy -~seron in





td trees and thr(Jura
Digmod road. The heav", darkclouds
movedup tha hollow toward bar. pouring
heavy iki-a h Iubcand htUndt.
Manhir (acted doarn twos pocket ol
tallandgood-looking, and sin Hrwaikad
"Mrs. CsnphrilrMrs.Manhs
Gsmptell?"




"Ya. ma'am, tbiywill.But Idon'l
wsm to help just thepeople inMta
txm any kgcay. I to telp




she lotted opagain, iteaaw tte<tek
car ouraigup (be road, ntkBlg taao
hrmud tenmd (here fa came toward
her tbwty andBoppedbetide her small
ihact . Oneof thedirt dootsopenedand
in the rain, takingaMantar Htwm
Ican(baka lor thainanandis
his hollowmparticular You needa
need tote- -ourchildren needscens to
There'saomuch to te date, and I fed
Ican doa aD But Ineedyour help.
Mis. ComptelL Inaedymrtefatopt
myttH innub poanfenaa sriQ iDow
oat toget ttearthmadoQt.Andtbt's
byl'tntem.Mis.
" ' " '











"Y-ubs'-bi. that's rt^s.1do teve
I think jrouD-K thai there's a hi
md I tank that riter you've read u,
you'llwont tovote lorme Andjni'D
want your trends
s-rtne. tatauvlca
telpyou.ha Iml your support.
"
"W-a,sir.lcan't read sogood
but I'D01my nephew to look on d ler
me. Hr'DteUmewba'ioo thr paper
"
"AB ri-k.Mis. CampteO And
thratk you lor sparmjme tho nmr id







"TTiins jiiii ipi 'an
"
Qmcfc Holt hurnadback id ttedart
carandapt in. Sowly, (becor puDsd
oui ol ttecar and surted toward tte
hack. Hb boots rant deep into the orange
paste a temade huway to ihr porch
HrOi-pptd a bolt way oB thr porch
and Intdnl anantd n tte hair inaan]
doud-dooadsky. ttendown toward tte




In a lewmmine*. the screen door
swungopen andManhir nppudam
onto theporch. Shewaswqani her hank
nstfahiowel. hard? lookingat the
1
'Yes, rm here. Wtet'i all tte jdfeT
"Sic looted t*> "Why. Law', ef











here batworker so, Astmetostar
krh-n,lritspaperwnh aw The boy
anteoai pnd. butmostof itwegot.
'
"Whm'drs'dunbdii?"
"W-D, Sam, he'sgot a bt id sense
innnolwhat tenjrs. Sums like he
"Tha'iwtuaa lot olpeople think
parte"-






of theCmotpostoflce. A talmanca
in tteFordaadaMnsdap theasuddy
road.Tkcarwasah-a^ --ta-M--dwftb
aaaLn theasmkm iaog rapaly,
|o)ii|----aitte-sr Only slew














WeO. I goalongwnh Hak puny
mudi, 'apt te thismmm tnsun Now
-du know aswed as mehowmany











MHdop the rood, kwo-saiara-aal tte
curves ontil itcant to theaool das*
at tte teadof tte haBow. -notmsn gol
*Soth-yia,l'mshare."




My name Pun Braahean I am 1 1 yn
I have 2 usten I law s tfcig oatned Rusty f
was bum on Aufiait 11. 1964 I pi to Cowan
Elementary School My hoMocs ore swimming and
! I Ic
I liketo -d to the swimming pant tha i
sane kmb <d bod. I would like to be a mine
ta a -rcnt-ry | have s good bimly My dsd'i
name is Corbtn and my tntm'* name a Zebra
My iwu usien names ts Lmttu and Puncia Al
together we have 2 cats and I dog I have I
grandmother My grandtather thed lost year My
other
grandparent-
dard before I was bom I live
s Utile ways on a mountain Every morning ore
hove lo walk down the htD to gtanAnai sod every
evening we hove lo walk up tt In the uinuner n't
all right but in the winter when ili kj and cold
Vu can't get up M -nmeumes But I like living
The Declaration
Of Independence
The DrtUratu-n n* Indrpmdrnct was signed July 4.
1 77(. A kit happened m 200 year* In our History
Books -omewhere m The Declaration cd Indrpen
drwr it sra in one line land I tjuotel
'
'We thrrrlorr




















"Htn titty a-gtimmiiltJuilritom* oniho
ctiltdMJ hr.ilhtn. & obitnmg tttt btmti
itimii-V -II lorHit nfifmsilt clunntl




The bnad shallow river still roaring in March
with February run in thr sunlight.
the Inborn enim/i* an the shore
ind waving our tfcrp boats nn
The uetr injected with
)tisi heymd ihe wootled tmtb
hen Itaa brvand ihe trees and nut
reappearing, and not coming: and nut coming
as the cutrrnt corned tu down in tilrncr.
in btrdsong. under ihr crisp ipnng sun.
thr blue sky . ihe sound
ul oan sweeping thr water, the boats
creaking j theirweight shifted, a shout
the current, all al us though lacing upstream




aground on the gravel,
heard even down the bend,
simply stopping at the head rf tKr island,
deadm thewater,
the bttfans umply wading out to herd them ashore,
the bttfiam umply killing them,
theSfuans simply screaming singly,
the Indians umply killing
up around the bend
Staph**Cm
The Day They Got
The Duke
A story by Robert Yearick
n maluw^ 'J' hrins h
- ihr Im^ih sir"1'
ll t been iwmy yeant and I've yn w> laKr whokry him itiry h
ti> match a Tntus wars uncr thn nuaht up wnh Duke slonr ia1 iiamrimi ""ur tlm
Mantewt aid hand ihrrn up t~n Duke a
Iw*ehotih< "t-rr tten. rumngaD oner tte routvy raal*'i npn*rihr> um hast





ttaln I waini ilm* u> wm ant Pulitzer Prue, but I had a hr taw ei ihr sum
-rvkly ndunri. with my
pviun- at a In tet. that nten Bu thn am tlcamt m I
runi"1'
aa ihr ks J
swdrnwn In tten wteo ihry fcnsDt .surfs up with oeraan
VwVJ. >iw kiraoeOuk*Hrnta
Mdaihrun-
ttvDukf mr te rmt uUn bl Ian. te wvmrd mm orrd
One iky I war pwsr that mn at pidwd tun a ihr h laneI- tun
Luputf Qauid Boml and thr Aknted Tas Unu (Thai wai





V, heal mryU trvimnj tun I In ihr ,i**wi. I mmi
P*r mamly hrramr hr nem had ndi KtnJm* And












Aa I say. [Ue and 1 ware Hen*, md we ted > h*
drinks anw aad thn. h would ah-a|a bay. Duke oan tte
baaaa aasn wab a back I e*ar kaaw Any tener who ted
pat koa s crap or a caw cnaU I* htei up. CM cmrae,
loo--
on Oute Bight wb-i it> uot that oaei tem tn hide In
nl. or he migbt ask tte beoer to toise rye baoosd d
wheat or barley saene year And Dote wtadd dways pay a oar
He know -"aryana in thecamty.md rnr-nne knew wid
Ukcd Um. And dm was tte main nam thr ft* and tte
TlotAy rdttr tte cokaan rm. I pt a otg ban h
who and tewas a sol He sotmifad angry, sod he otel ouanry
to what I nu-bf thtak, theywen about to nab tte Duke, and
what dd I dank ot that? I teneody ddn't tetew Un, ao I
said, "how
k."




The fatfc fit dgBRtt-i tten. Ttey arid tte Date's akin
sna abaai tteac handred yonb down theha aad bewoaUa't
and pmrittg ten to ted trab binoculan ior the ktf coopfa of
waeka while he - ha nwU-gi ""getter, and tte ted aad
eternal wen tte ten tht-p be aenkd. Timf add te always
bnwad
ferin-
the dsy tbe be woukki't be to n-teaakk.
Tlaa -s^a. I iknetotte hndgr sad hid my tor at tte
pina asi waited lor item, fa waa bee April md pretty duOy
ap there m theBlue Ridges, andaher so hour Iwaa about rcsdy
to leave. Just then a Ingb-aalr pick-up truck an* liasg and
Mopped. Twommgaout.
"Hty."
I ydod. "I'm BiD Weds. Old one rd you call
Oat ol item hollered. "Yeah, I id You gn your pencil
and paper -nthyou,
Scmp?"
They cane over md we uAed lor a linV, eid a nimed
na they wen waiting far tte Duke to am
aim-
the toad
and go to one td Ins nOk They odd they bad followed
hire imp town,where he piAed up someyaline and chaicoal
for Ma ire Tten ol course he aspped oi tt a bar. to ttey
had turn- tn wm kv turn at the bridge We all got m tte tnfk
and ted a anob tten. Pretty soon, anotter hgh-aak- pst up
come lime, *i>l> * couple ol big fuel dmms in the bsck
Tte fafcpvc hen a kttle lead, tten they followed wtthoui
Botes. We got up mm tte womh and thr otterma* teadad
through tte dtkteai brush I ever saw Their waa a Utile
there, only all mvr were these tafdings that had been cut oH
s couple olka above tte -round. U tbe letfc haib't hal thtae
high aaason theirmat, ks umhrteBywould've bem torn up
by oVoe aaplmp. They said that happened to them awewhen
ttey were trailing the Duke, and they had towalk five rata to
Aher a while, tte track m (ram d ua wtp,<. tten we
oepped We got out aod the k& told tne to te -met and beep
low Wr wem up id tbe top cd tins little htfl aod looked down
tlwas black as the ifceB't heart, but Iamid )ustmakeout sook-
us, Tten the nan got in bn track and sot on down tte h3l
anl alwayswhen ihe leaveswoea
Ttey got s couple al blankets out al the mick snd we
laddrd ik-en far dieman naerabfe-Tp^t lever -xn They




bat tte hob wan ready to go. Ttey if
on the catan and let aw have a look b tfcki't teem like the
Und oi pita tte Duke usually had. too small. u ban up
But thm I saw the mm rating hncaklaat 1 couldn't make out
with bread, thm turaod the piste upride down ro the flm
wauhki'l gn n. That was a dmd pveowoy It was tte
DoteaH right.
I rtanod to worry than As I teal, | never lor a mmiiie
bebevod thorn iodt would each Duke He'd bam kamg item
. And te wa* tte hen. if you know what
ofnotput atmakotfboose Hewmdie test, period.
WelL I got tte lay ol tte land while ihe feck used their
two-stay nolo to tend for tome rontorctmenu Thry figured
by ite ikne iheir men tmvnl Duke aould be rooking tte
mash, and then theymild all step m snd con&icaie ihe whole
Dub hal hamil parked oen to brtW stream that went
i twmty fcet *er n got by the tet vst
d, tte Duke wa* tman. He knew that ground would
oak up iO tte whiskey note befare it came topside agem.
Let me ufl yaa about that (tiD If
pptr and Mad aad Iran aal be basalt
| ahnqr mg* and about tm big vol*
si,iHaiaoMaD*'a He had a
aoatte'twteaay kaaatv-aaaaa.lkaaaeam--alMdte-ad
^ZA^HrZrSLTL* I"* ?!L* arm. -d he -m be te* pockwrnrt. d-wlbbttlb baMtem. afl




Dotd themwerebrmcteddown tebU a taw at ite
top ol this fafl, watdaoi Dote* op. InognttewU
bttaoid a rock. Baal abw, I pitted w . ask and sn*e h.
fa mapped good and long, bm I paaw tte Dote ooobbi't lam
it ow hk own ajngj-g At any late, that wm tte Ion time I ater yon a long^ and I orarr y-r
e-actlywtel|--aupto Prom tten tat, I just aweted
Dub wafted up m^ lag sm and r-< as i
beDy, thm te pouredwaar. <*f^t oao s ndi mate 111
Is m and the
t~
out of hi* Eqnor. No ottermn
I'Dbet.
Italy soon te ted iD tte
sna akhig. Thm hr wool at
md took a long tnort from tte pg. Ttet'i wten tte two teh TVUi




Tte I>tke looked mrp-ned at ana. but thm te kancd ttekteosmctea nsmdmtated ac
tuck 110001 tte oak aod took anotter puD aa tte mj
~" ~
temtmte|tmw-v-da-dsasi''Hr^,Btn."lwmaltml HetepedtemngU. bead tochar tteme^te, .ad bt te^eo
tewoiddntimimmmdmy bemg ttere. so I started meaplaot atekm he'd^c the Dote. Afar a few mantes te i*
the two fedsaad Icanedown tteha,bat Dutean an-ag. aod team ayv^ antes. U toM Ite aa m fc dw toll
'h'l your "*, Big. Mote a leal pnd nary fa ym aod o-afaam tte fcraor. Tten te tatfaed me and tte DukeAnyway.lknowyDoeMittek-seldm-p,"
tarn tte tor*rfoneol tte-fct^tnafa.
Tten te lotfad at the two teh, who by dns ume were 1 maBaaed aam^ Duke's Jog> tan. and m we pufadaaniiiigiDb-mrfhm-
pa-arng their funsat hw beDy. away te aa n me bod rf dw tnak nod oocked an tte tee
"Gnem yoo boys got youndvet a reel prise. You raody and maod a* soase rf ekne temwhdTle wUfe
*-"--"
way am toon teM hojt sanana on dm km. ma myom
One rf item tad tteywereT-au-gfatter has aodwarn mymk^
l-frh'i -*M-taa-|^tJim-
"herfah. Tl^ oied rh*e in a bateal oDart, rfmmsr I odbrd m
"YauwmtmyJD|?"D~keafc-d.Heb-Ua-mtDtbmi. Um s few turns wMebe aafadfata ttM mmmx, Prm
ttew M> to take tte Duke io,bmttete|wm(merfhai 0rhywraelwmttesetee^raaedatiTtehdittehiitea
pka-o-E-
and yon tfcta't MripsDmOrthatrfaffhafal.
The two ink kind rf onk turar, looking at that aA panned
me,"
te arid. "Not tecaaae te amUatan teB
mtm I ott Asm with Di^ and km faaosoar rf tte oagr te aaaafado wwh a abate, afa la
nd forth md told tea, nod he a-sU waa
enjoyia'
iL And It wm^ test I ram nqafcETtey coah
hit. justBuro*wereon aMagpa-ac id cat it op md umt, afa te ostes, omectfy aaux it wa
By tte tf-K tfa rest rf theUi got there wewere feefaf k s tte best. A-ytaaJy obhU me dua. Bm te ^-and oo n^w
Tte kma rf thorn loot um a big ime. Hr com anapiag I laaaahal-pwkhalam Snldfa't. lolfa'tmbv"
tbwn that hB aadaa-TaaliTptem bem rf tteHa.Hrpnated ToeDote aal a tse-sear ww ha h. ZLu .
" "
on and put fa boot on tte laps rf Hejuo.*
PtaoBy, dM komcoaaro-or o>Dote aod am, and I am te
Fig. 21
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romanticism of the moonshiner versus the hard-edged pragmatism of the
law) , the fact that these two photographs seem to be derived from
separate sources (perhaps a police file and a shoe box in someone's
attic) and separate time periods creates a conflict in the reader's
mind over whether to accept either photograph as realistic document
or fanciful interpretation. This tends to destroy verisimilitude and
thus limits the photograph's ability to transcend its particularness.
Archival photographs are used more successfully in illustrating
"Summer's Child" (Vol. 3,No. 3) (Fig. 22), in which'the two young girls
are close enough in age and appearance to represent the two ficticious
girls in the story, and "Hog
Eyes"
(Vol. 3,No.l) (Figs. 23-24) . In
"Hog
Eyes"
the photographs illustrate several points in the story;
for instance the hog's head in the wash tub (Fig. 24) is mentioned on
page 16 of the magazine. And although there possibly exists some
discrepancy between the number of characters in the story there are two
men and a boy and three hogs, and no dogs involved in the action and
the number of characters in the photograph (Fig. 23) only two men, one
hog, yet two dogs; and although a sled is involved in the story and the
hog is apparently not dragged for any distance, while in the photograph
there is no sled and the hog is apparently being dragged for some
distance, I think this photograph successfully conveys that bleak
atmosphere of the killing in "Hog
Eyes."
In fact the action of the
photograph is ambiguous enough to fit any of several mental images
evoked by the text.
If one agrees with Armstrong-Jones that one of the tasks of the
photojournalist is to make people read the article, then it seems likely
that among important considerations for the photography editor





I armer Almanac, tracing ihr Intrawad bis finger and
nodding to himselfwhen it proved hunngbt Icanrcmcntbci
the may clouds ofdual that hungover tbe back hill every "mi
he tumedsrowwnh themule* I remember, uo, theclear
brassy days thai siarted early and lasted longer than ihey
should have Even Mil Cone's chickens stayed under the
back porch where thedirtwasMock andcool.When Baby
Sitter and I shelled peason thrporch,we could hear them
clucking and ruffling their feathers doom below us Every
now and ogam, thedaenmeckermooterwakedout in the
hard . baked yard and spread hatwings indefiancerf the sun
On some ofthewontdays, GromUaddywould came in
from theAcid and. afterdinner, aa out neuter the trees fee an
houror so to let the honest panofthe day gaby.
After a came tome thmwewouldbestoyteg at
Granddaddy's {aim, the hot, uochangaigdaysan"-;eaay to
bvem Snaer and 1spent 001 afternoonsm thecool,








Dud was standing out by the hog
wrtghf'
Dad looked ai OldJwa and at
pen stopping our killing shoals and ihr shoots
wanmg for old Jim The wind ployed Old Jim bent down and ei|uintcd
rough wnh thr hangaig rape whwh Ua beady eyea ra look at ihr shoots
dangled flofll the apple iree by tbe "Ser that one over there on the
sn-ll Heavy puffs of frost-smoke shot
end,"
aaidOMJun po"nmg "He'll go
uui from Dad's red mouth as he eyed a good hundred and fifty The other
ihr iwo water barrels bearing oo tbe two'll go about a hundred and twrmy-




said Dad "Best "Cam and good elo-pmg. That'll
bunch of sboati I ever raised Three do it
rver'tune,"
said Dad
months old and pm look ai their Old Jm slapped Samsaa an the
bellies''
back Tbe big shorn squealed and
I looked at the sham They weir pimped bom the Hough Then he
big Jane and Dinah were about the come buck and snortedba oosc in tte
same sue and Bomoon was a right slop agam




Are yxni gomg to kiO one,
Dudf"
asked Old Jan
I boked at the shoots. Then I looked at "Don't matter to
me,"
said Old
Dad's tog red "nm. Jon "Don't nutter
a-iall."
"I'm gomg to kit
taw."




looked at Jane. Dioah and I
agam. Then 1 looked back at Dad. tte a-taff
"
was gnmuag. "How "bota the big a
"Bum is a good hog kiilhig
day,"
asked. If ,
Wctumedrawa-cbOUJim-l-setbe I looked at Saauoa
"Hi,
Otdjanl"
Dad wafted over to th
"H,
Tadl"
rape, took bold of n, a
Jot "Spcct rf a'H bold two temdred





Ltt Pnmitgtom, miott potmt, tion
OJUg,mUairnOr.
"Tod, go down m the bom md
tab same
eata,"
Dad said m not.
Vhan Ipi taadk.Dadwm -bandy
konek^ boot*offtteay
ofthe bog
Dinah out through the hole Then Dad
nailed the boards back loosely to keep




Throw ber an ear of awn, Tad
"
I pached a long yellow ear af feU
camout m from ol Dinah and wsrrhed
hercame up and aian eatingon n Dad
loaded the rifle end walked atnand in
from of the slaat Dad's getting older .
Ithougte I bad never aern barn take so
long u aim Bui he's aull a good bog
killer. I (houghi I looked at Dinah.
Their woa a smalt (rum Then
Dinah tumbled over quivering and
lucking all lour legs Old Jim lumped
down beside the bog and cut her throat
(ran one side to the other I looked
back si Jane and Salmon They had
run down |o ihe other end of the hog
pen when the jisi went off Now ihey
were sundmg down there together
and lookmg bach up tins way Dinah
kicked and bled (or awhile and then
she lay still
"Let's get her an the
tied,"
said
Dad leaning the nfle back op agaam
the well We dtagged Dinah onto die
led and turned her over on her arde I
over her rode Dad and Old Jon
scrapedoff large slips of hog hair wnh
wide-blade butche knives
'A Ihde more water ngbt here.
Tad,"
OldJus aad I poueed acaldmg
waterm the spar andOldJan scraped
the hog hair away
"tr'sabam tendy far
hanging,"
Dad said Dad and Od Job owned
Fig. 23
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the page and layout things usually of no consequence to the photo
grapher working for gallery exhibitions. Frederick Wiseman, the
documentary filmmaker, discusses editing a film in terms that could
also be applied to the spatial editing of a photojournalistic article.
He explains how material initially thought useless can provide cutaways
or pauses when placed between long scenes and give a rhythm or pace
to the material.16 Similarly, still photographs can serve to vary
the pace and break the monotony of the printed page, and an aesthetic
arrangement of text and photographs tends to draw the reader into the
written text. Faced with the task of fitting photographs and text
into a limited space with an often predetermined format, one could
almost become sympathetic to John Morris, former Times picture editor,
when he advised Robert Frank, concerning Frank's photographing for
Magnum, the picture agency, "You know, you should learn to take more
vertical pictures, because we work for
magazines."1'
As an example of the organizational problems encountered in
working with both text and pictures the photograph of the baby and the
laying-on-of-hands ceremony in the "Take My Sins
Away"
article (Fig. 16)
was originally horizontal in format (Fig. 25), but because of space
limitation and column width the picture was cropped to a square format.
No information necessary to the article has been lost. The minister is
still visible, so that the continuity of his presence in all the photo
graphs is maintained. The photograph could have been cropped so as to
include the bottle of oil on the pulpit, which is used in the ceremony
to annoint the child, but then the face and the raised hand of the
woman on the left would have been lost. As it is that hand, catching
the light as it does, forms the apex of a triangle with two
others'




baby in the center of the photograph just as he is already the center
of attention for the other people in the illustration. It could be
argued that in this instance the photograph was strengthened by
cropping from the original format. The photograph on the facing page
of the same article (Fig. 15) was also cropped from its horizontal
format to fit the amount of available space, and together, both
pictures relieve the visual monotony of two pages of type. In the
same way the photographs on the two previous pages (Figs. 13-14) add
visual variety as do the words in bold typeface on the first two pages.
These examples aren't offered as a comparison of the relative merits
of the cropped photograph versus the standard 35mm photographic frame,
but merely to accent some of the problems in making photographs for
photojournalistic purposes and using them within strictly defined
limits.
The photographs used in illustrating several
"creative"
pieces in
Mountain Review were not executed in the traditional photojournalistic
style. They were not used simply as illustration of text and placed in
such a manner as to provide visual relief from pages of type, but were
cropped and manipulated so as to interact with the type and white space
to create an alternative, more decorative visual form from the usual
interspersion of words and pictures. In "Spring Time in Eastern Ken
tucky Means Good
Eats,"
(Vol. 2,No. 3) (Fig. 26) the woman is perhaps
easily recognizable to her friends, but the elimination of the background
and, therefore, specific reference points, helps to
"generalize"
her so
that she represents any of the women "you can see... all over the place
picking planting greens and
poke."
In "Once Upon a
Time"
(Vol. 2,No. 2)
(Fig. 27) the placement of the text and title in the sky tends to lend
this picture an air of unreality, which reinforces the imaginative
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force of the story. The fact that the horse has stopped and turned and
is looking at the reader/viewer assures us that this is, in fact, the
talking horse of the story. Without this confrontation, it would have
been a picture of just another horse. The picture used in "The
Hunt"
(Vol. 3,No. 2) (Figs. 28-30) is a photograph printed to such high contrast
that it is unrecognizable as a specific woman and has become a rather
abstract image of the hair and eyes of
"woman."
The repetition of this
abstract image suggests women as "the
game"
of the hunt. A magazine
may easily become cluttered, confusing and cute with too many decorative
combinations of words and illustrations, but the occasional use of
such a technique is, I think, effective in design and layout.
The photographs accompanying the article "Noah Kinney:
Woodcarver"
in Mountain Review (Vol.1,No. 3) (Figs. 2-3) were used in an attempt to
add visual interest to a somewhat blandly written article. Thus the
photographs on the second page (Fig. 3) were included to illustrate the
main points of the article in the space allowed: Mr. Kinney carving,
Mr. Kinney's handiwork and Mr. Kinney playing music. Unfortunately
some of the more interesting negatives of the Kinneys were damaged.
Had they been useable the story probably would have been extended to
several pages and the text made subordinate to the photographs. As it
happens the text and the too dark, uninteresting photographs are
actually in competition for a space too small to contain both. Yet
the photograph of Noah Kinney on page one of the article (Figs. 2, 31)
also appears in my photographic exhibit, as it transcends its reportorial
function and achieves an independence from the words of the article.
Any of several other photographs of Kinney and his wife, Hazel
(Figs. 32-34) , could have served as portraits. But there is a certain
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other three, which are also illustrative of the article and convey
information what Noah Kinney and his wife look like but are simple,
static and straight forward "pictures of the people
involved."
The
photograph used in the exhibit does not depend on any information
contained in the article, but remains interesting and arresting when
removed from the context of the article. There is a certain amount
of mystery or ambiguity concerning the relationship of the two people
and their relationship to the photographer. The stance of the man
and the short subject to camera distance make him large in relation to
the frame which, combined with his clasped arms and the way in which he
almost defiantly stands before the photographer and in front of the
woman, lends him an imposing stature, and yet her position almost
undercuts this stature. The texture of the wood behind them is
repeated in the lines of his face and suggests a connection of
weathering and age. So, while four portraits of Noah Kinney could
serve to illustrate the article, only one of these seemed appropriate
for the photographic exhibit.
In addition to being static, the three portraits of the Kinneys
(Figs. 32-34) suggest the stereotypical
"hillbilly"
often portrayed in
the media, especially where the Kinneys pose with their
handicrafts
(Fig. 32) in front of a house with tar paper exterior and a car tire
in the front yard (the casual observer might not notice that the
tire was purposely placed to protect a young plant growing
there).
Concerned with the sources of some of our visual prejudices, the Harvard
psychiatrist Robert Coles, at a symposia at Wellesley College,
discussed a family who lived in a shack in Florida and whose
lives he
had been documenting. He had been recording only the misery and
degredation of their lives, because he had been seeing only what he
36
wanted to see. Then one day he noticed the woman watering a plant:
Now there was a softness to that moment that came
across in her body, and the light was there, and the
plant was there to get the sun. It was so different
from those same people standing in front of that cabin
looking like the end of America. So it isn't just a
matter of style, I think. It's a matter of different
moments in the same lives and whether the particular
person, be he a writer or a photographer, wants to
respond to it. 18
Coles goes on to say that a person will find in reality that which he
or she is looking for and the situation becomes an extension of the
artist's own purposes. In the same way, the portrait in the exhibit
(Fig. 31) is a different moment in the lives of the Kinneys that I
chose to respond to and that best expresses my feelings about the
couple.
Since Mountain Review was not purely journalistic and because
my work as photography editor often included the role of art editor,
it is difficult to consider my work on that magazine as simply an
example of photojournalism. But it probably would be true to say
that much of my work for Mountain Review reflects the fact that photo
graphy has various functions and that as the function of photography
changes, so its relationship to words changes. Illustrative photo
graphy tends to place photography in a relationship in which it is
dependent upon words, or where its primary function is to enhance the
reader's understanding or interest in a text. Whether the photograph
is a literal or abstract interpretation of a text, or portion of text,
the photograph tends to be reliant upon words for its existence, and
intrinsic artistic merit cannot always be the primary criterion for
selection. Photographs may be used in different ways within the illus
trative mode itself. A work may be a direct illustration, or
documen-
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tation of a text or section of text, or it may be a symbolic or
dramatic representation, or it operates in a less exact, more
evocative way. Too, an illustrative photograph may take on a physical
relationship with the text as an editor strives for visual effect.
While in Mountain Review the role of the photograph is essen
tially to be supportive of a text, the photographs in a work such as
Time Was are, we shall see, essentially autonomous, though there
does seem to be a cumulative relationship in which photographs and
text support each other. The editor of such g, work is less of an
illustrator than the photography editor of, say, Mountain Review, and
the relationship of words to text is much less physical (in the sense
of that interaction of photograph and words in "The
Hunt"
for
example). In both publications, though, photographs are most often
used as regional or historical documentation. My exhibition photo
graphs are really not concerned with rendering a definite sense of
time or region. A photograph becomes, I think, more independent of
verbal assignment and is informed with a greater degree of ambiguity
as its meaning becomes more universal and its function becomes
less-
illustrative. Editorial decisions for my exhibition photography
didn't involve the possible relationship of photograph to text, but
perhaps involved the way in which the work itself contains its own
rhythms of existence. The exhibition photograph of the Kinneys and
the type of photograph Coles calls for in his account of the woman
watering her plant tend to escape that predetermination of subject and




In 1976 the Knott County Bicentennial Committee and Alice Lloyd
College published the photographic album, Time Was: An Album for the
Bicentennial (Figs. 35-36) . This was a continuation of a working
association which had resulted the previous year in the successful
production of a calendar of pictures from the Appalachian Photographic
Archives. My purpose in editing and designing this publication was
to create a collage of photographs and text to suggest a feeling for
the way life was in the mountains at least the way it was remembered
by the resident historians interviewed. The selections were not
intended to give a factual history of a particular time, but to create
a view of the way "time
was,"
by using photographs to trigger memories
in grandchildren of
grandparents'
recollections of the way things
were for them. Both the photographs and the excerpts from the oral
history tape recorded interviews are in a sense
"found"
objects that
have been correlated and put together in a collage to evoke a parti
cular feeling.
A budget of approximately $5,000 dictated to some extent consid
erations such as size, format, type of printing, paper stock and
39
Fig. 35
Fig. 36 (Back cover)
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number of copies printed. I decided that the photographs would be
printed as duotones on good paper stock and then determined the number of
copies and page numbers that would provide a unit price of one dollar. I
selected a horizontal format which allowed for greater enlargement of the
predominantly horizontal photographs than would a vertical format.
Apart from trying to maintain a majority of the photographs from
Knott County, I had relative freedom in editing the selection of 45
photographs and 41 exercpts of oral history
interviews.- The photo
graphs and text of Time Was, together suggest the evolving history of
the region. My first concern was to render a sense of relationships
within the family as well as to show the relationship of people to the
land and to their homes. The early settlers were relatively self
sufficient: they hunted and trapped for meat, grew vegetables, wove
cloth, built their houses and made their own furniture and farming
tools. As they discovered the natural resources of the area they logged
the forests and mined the coal. People traded goods and services and
became storekeepers. More mobility resulted in greater communication
the mail, phones, the Express Company. Kids went to one room
schools
and played games. Circuit judges came around as did circuit preachers.
The first railroad was built, the first automobile arrived, the first
airplane, and nothing is the way it was. Those changes
which took place
within the segment of history documented in Time Was perhaps suggest the
vaster changes which took place in the world both before and after that
period and therefore cause us to reflect on the history and future of
human existence.
Initially, I edited a number of photographs
from the 2500 photo
graphs in the Archivestrying to select pictures that
were visually
interesting and at the same time
illustrative of different facets of
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the area's history, while the text was taken from the 350 interviews
that were already transcribed. A text merely descriptive of the
pictures could easily be dull, so I read the transcripts for quotes
that I liked or found funny or that talked about certain segments of
history I wanted to include and then I would try to mentally juxtapose
those excerpts with photographs I remembered from the Archives. Like
wise when I discovered a photograph I wanted to use, I would scan the
transcripts to find a quote or quotes that somehow related to that
photograph. I tried to maintain two modes of expression, photography
and language, as autonomous but complementary forms to develop a
feeling for the history of the mountains.
An example of this editing process is the section of eight pages of
pictures and text in Time Was concerning schools and children at play
in which is included a photograph of the Hindman High School
girls'
basketball team (Fig. 38). I decided to include a sports picture here
because of the theme of this section, but the photograph I first
selected was one of the Hazard High School
girls'
basketball team
(Fig. 39). The repetition of the
girls'
dark V-neck jerseys and the
horizontal lines formed by their knees created patterns which, together
with a symmetrical background, created a photograph more formal in
arrangement than that of the Hindman team (Fig. 40). However, the
substitution was made at the suggestion of the Knott County Bicentennial
Committee (Hindman is the county seat of that county) which was partially
funding publication of the book. In an effort to remove several
distracting elements, such as the staircase and tree in the background
and a too wide expanse of grass in the foreground, I decided to omit
the background entirely and draw a circular frame, not only to repeat
the shape of the basketball, but to vary somewhat the format of the
42
Fig. 37
This album U the result of the continuing asso
ciation between The Knott County BicentennialCommittee, Inc. a
non-profit, community governed organization which has been active
since 1971 in preparing for the two-hundredth anniversary of the
American Revolution -and the Appalachian Learning Laboratory of
Alice Lloyd College, a private, co-educational, two-year college
located in the mountains ofKnott County, Kentucky.
The Bicentennial Committee whose Board of
Directors is representative of the total community u>as incorporat
ed in 1974 and has been designated by the government of the county
to plan for and directKnottCounty's Bicentennial activities.
Knott County was the first county in Eastern Kentucky to be named
a BicentennialCommunity and was featured as a "Mode/ for Rural
Amertca"in the USA 200New-letter ofMarch, 1975. A tmail grant
was awarded, through the State Bicentennial Office, for an internship
program in which high school and college students research the
history of their own community by interviewingouter residents on
tape. A Knott County project the East KentuckyHealth Services
Center was one of three projects In the United States to be fea
tured in a national film on theBicentennial celebration, and the
Bicentennial Committee is initiating the building ofa multi
purposeHuman Services Center for Knott County.
Alice Lloyd College has developed the Appa
lachian Learning Laboratory to serve as a regional resource center for
mountain life and culture. The pictures in this album are taken from
the college'sAppalachian Photographic Archives. The text is made
up of conversation fragments from the Appalachian OralHistory Pro
ject. Other components of the Appalachian LearningLaboratory are
the quarterly magazine, Appalachian Heritage, and the Appalachian
Summer Theatre. The Appalachian Learning Laboratory coordinates
the Appalachian Term, which offers courses to students and organ
izations from both inside and outside the mountains, who wish to
take advantage of Alice Lloyd s unique location and programs as
they examine Appalachian culture.
The photographs of this album bear no formal
relationship to the text which acconyianies them. Both, however,
offer aspects ofmountain existence when, as one resident historian
suggests, "... people lived with the land.
"
TheBicentennial affords
us all an opportunity to look beyond our everyday existence to the
principles upon which the nation was founded. Perhaps such doc
uments, recollections, as this wilt help us keep in mind the dignity of
the past as we create our future.
Fig. 38





photographs in the book, the majority of which are rectangular. In
view of my earlier dissatisfaction with this photograph, it is
interesting to look at the review of Time Was in the September, 1976
issue of Popular Photography in which Natalie Canavor tells us
the image I liked best showed the 1929 Hindman High
School girls basketball team. Eight young women
look directly at the camera, carefully posed but
with a few expressions hinting that a moment of
merriment had just been interrupted. Crossing all
boundaries of time and lifestyle, I experienced
that spark of recognition we each feel for certain
images... 2
t
as a reflection of the proposition that "editing will differ according
to the
editor."
Any of several funeral portraits could have been selected for
inclusion in Time Was in the section on death and funeral customs, and
the one I first considered was the corpse of a young boy being supported
by someone sitting under a sheet (Fig. 41). However, this section was
intended to convey a sense of family ties and closeness between family
members and neighbors. I felt that the photograph of the boy, although
interesting, was too unusual and detracted from the purpose of the
text (Fig. 42), while the funeral portrait of Clell Back (Fig. 43)
illustrated the closeness of a family in death.
With text edited from taped interviews and photographs edited
from a photographic archives, Time Was combines text and photographs
slightly differently from Mountain Review. The photographs are not
simply illustrative of the text, but
reach for what John Szarkowski
claims is that ideal relationship of words and text where both
have
a "kind of real collaborative, separate but equal, independent
status





Well, we didn't have any undertaker hark iln-n in tint tnumry and when
people died, they'd drcu ihem themselves. They'd make their t Imhes and they'd dress ilieni. they'd make
(heir caakct* and they'd put (hem away. Dtg their grave* and put ihem away.
Well. Well, whenever ihey would die and I dressed a nunv a dead person.
they mm j tauter of sail on their stomach, like that m keep ihem Irom %welling and they'd wet a clot It in
camphor and put it over (heir fate lor it (o keep them Ikhii chaniiing. They wouldn't keep a permiii up
over two day*. Yeah, they made the caskets out >< plank and then they lined u with black vann
I've lined a many j one.
I believe in pulling people
aw--
while they look natural. We know when
they die. we know they've gm tn he huned. And I'd rather mine was put away and hxik natural and |ust
keep them up a short time.
Ami no one that know* they're going to heaven when lliey die. I -rd's not
going lo let one more than another. Maybe right when you die. you might tee where you're going, Iliai't
about (he only time you'll ever know it Some people say (hey tee their home jutl before they die. if they
know n they wouldn't want (o stay here. If they kn
they'd want to gc( out of this worrisome world. The
. fo - sure they v
ildn't want I
ir going to heaven whe
rlic
they died
No, never did own any land
the grave, you know. I needn't say that, had I. but n't the t
Setting right yonder on that cemetery.
lever Well, just sit feet una point. Thai's
ith, I bought my tombstone* awhile hack
Fig. 43
Burial portrait ofCleti Back at
Meattcafford Branch graveyard at Stevenson, in
Breathitt County, Kentucky, c. 1918 (GraceDunn)
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illustrations, nor are the words relegated to the function of captions,
but a mutual collaboration takes place. It was suggested in a review
of Time Was by Guy Mendes that "the words are not
'about'
the
pictures, nor do the pictures merely illustrate the words. But they
are both 'of a time long gone."^
Part of my concern in editing Time Was was to avoid setting up
false relationships between text and photographs. Of course, adjacent
speeches and photographs dealt with the same topics, but I felt that it
would be misleading to invite a connection between a particular face
and a particular statement on the opposite page. So several individual
portraits were not used because I did not want these people to be taken
for the resident historians whose statements were adjacent. Sontag
claims that Bob Adelman's Down Home is a successful and honest collabor
ation because the photographed subjects also talk by means of tran-r
scribed interviews, but that Michael Lesy's Wisconsin Death Trip, though
a "rousing
polemic,"
is "specious as history, "5 because pictures and
words from different sources are forced together out of context. Sontag 's
undermining of Lesy is opposed by Nathan Lyons, who, in Afterimage,
sees Lesy's book as a "healthy infusion (of emotional issues) back into
history. "6 And even Sontag, at times, has been able to consider less
than complete objectivity as a valid approach to history.
For example,
disappointed because of the apparently simple-minded way the
Vietnamese
have of recounting history, she reminds herself, in "A Trip to Hanoi
that historical understanding can have other purposes
than the ones I take for granted; objectivity and
completeness. This is history for use for survival,
to be precise and it is an entirely felt history, not
the preserve of detached intellectual concern.
7
No claim is made for Time Was as an objective
presentation of history.
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It's a kind of neighborhood family album, for the people of the
mountains know who many of the people in the photographs were, or are,
and to whom they're related. They associate the photographs and text
with their cultural heritage. In this role the photographs don't
lose their
"straight"
reading (the original context within which the
photographs were taken) as Sontag claims all photographs do in time,




Susan Sontag 's denigration of the photographic enterprise in the
series of essays that first appeared in The New York Review of Books
was modified somewhat when the essays were reissued in book form. In
the book, On Photography, five pages, in which some important concessions
to photography are made, are added to a review of John
Szarkowski'
s
Looking at Photographs. In that five page addition Sontag recognizes
that "the very question of whether photography is an art or not is
essentially a misleading
one."
For photography, like language, "is a
medium in which works of art (among other things) are
made."-
But perhaps further distinction needs to be made about the ways
in which photographs may operate as art. Even so called "fine
art"
photographs may be in essence illustrative when edited or selected
according to already established verbal requirements. For instance,
Minor White used photographs in an illustrative way as aspects of a








He took photographs out of the context of the
individual
photographers'
works and put them into what presumably was
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or became his own context, white's exhibits, which were "selected to
a theme in my head so far as I could with the photographs kindly
submitted to me for editing."2 became essentially his own art work
using
others'
photographs as his raw material.3 And a similar
tendency to have photographs conform to a predetermined theme may
be noticed in many photographic exhibits which appear to be illus
trative of a particular theme selected by the photographer and indi
cated by the title. For whether such titles occur to the artist before
or after the selection of photographs, each image* necessarily is
placed in some fealty to the verbal denominator.
My thesis exhibition photographs do not adhere to an articulated
thematic concern. Rather my concern is with the photographer's
editorial process. For photography, from the initial decision to
bring along a camera to the decision as to what to include in an
exhibition or book is a constant process of selection or editing.
There would be no way to show the viewer all the people, places and
events which make up the photographer's experience and yet were not
recorded on film. Thus, an examination of contact sheets would be
the first visible evidence of the photographer's editorial process.
Going one step further, I decided to include in my thesis a larger
body of work, 60 photographs, (See Appendix)
x
from which the 35
final exhibition prints were selected, so that I could attempt to
articulate reasons why one photograph is successful or preferred over
another. (This is undertaken in the spirit of Arnold Newman who, in
One Mind
'
s Eye, decided to show a few contact prints to answer
questions about the way he made certain photographs, since only the
finished product is usually shown in photography books. And in his
classes he shows those photographs which he does not consider
successful as well as those which he considers publishable or fit for
exhibition. )4
The editor or the photographer/editor can arouse varying responses
in the viewer by selecting certain photographs from a larger group. For
example, an exhibit consisting of five photographs from my thesis
(Figs. 44-48) with perhaps 25 additional photographs and entitled
"Motherhood"
would leave the viewer no alternative save the interpre
tation of these prints as somehow illustrative of aspects of motherhood.
The substitution of, say, the title, "The
Innocents"
might change the
focus of attention and precondition the viewer's response in another
direction. My response to photographs at exhibitions with titles








exhibitions) would certainly be influenced by these titles. And
should a photograph seem not illustrative of the concept, I could
be more concerned with why it seemed not to
"fit"
with the others
than with relating to it on its own merits. Though some viewers may
recognize that individual photographs are not appropriate to a title,
the result may be aesthetic discord arising either from the artist's
undermining of individual successes by their transference to a
vulnerable group status, or from the artist's inability to understand
how or why certain photographs operate together. To discuss
expressive
photography (personal statement) in relation to an
overall articulated
theme may afford some understanding
of the way in which a photographer
tends to take pictures, but relying upon a group of photographs
to
advance the possibilities of a particular photograph may also tend to
deny the unique life of the individual
work.5












group function may seem a minor aspect in the total photographic
endeavor, but for the artist in a competitive market it remains an
unavoidable issue. Kathleen McCarthy Gauss, in the March, 1978 issue
of Afterimage, claims that her statement to Dale Hueppchen, that the
National Endowment for the Arts photographic fellowships selection
panel's criteria for awarding grants was "commitment to some consistent
expression of technique,"6 had been taken out of context. Yet within
the same paragraph she suggests that "a portfolio of several different
types of work may seem to suggest some amount of uncertainty on the
part of the photographer about his own work and the direction it is
going"
as if to suggest that uncertainty is a crime in artistic
sensibility. And, again in the same paragraph, Ms. Gauss suggests that
the applicant's portfolio should show "a commitment or interest in
some particular expression, technique, or
problem."
It is a suggestion
which demands that the individual photograph be identifiable with a
group concept, a common denominator. And if we choose to be concerned
about the status of photography as art of the highest order (that is of
the same status, with the same potential for achievement, as painting
or poetry) that suggestion makes photography a shaky candidade. For
though, in making overall judgements about the canon of, say, a painter,
we may want to assess the cumulative quality of all, many or several
of that painter's works, and though we may detect styles or themes
running throughout his or her paintings, we may still demand that art
of the highest intensity must first be realized by the achievement
found in a particular (or individual) work.
In her denigration of photography as art of the highest order,
Sontag intimates that the photograph is realized at the moment the
shutter is released, a different operation, she claims, from painting
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which is a construct, realized in time.7 What she doesn't allow for,
however, is the complete photographic process, that is, the develop
ment, proofing, initial editing, work printing, final editing and
final printing. The "lucky
accident"8
she mentions may more frequently
occur in photography, but this doesn't preclude the same accident
occurring in other art forms. It remains for the artist to decide
whether to make use of or discard the accident. For example, in Fig. 48,
it would be untrue to insist that the flowers in the right hand side
of the frame were placed there to offset the activity at the left
side of the frame, or that the boy at the left edge was purposely
interrupted by the photographer in the middle of what appears to be
a scream. Something about the young girl and the interactions within
this family moved me to press the shutter release button. But it
wasn't until I had made a contact sheet that it could be examined
accidents and intentions noted and a decision made whether to make a
print. Garry Winogrand claims to base his decision on what to print
on what looks interesting on his contact sheets:
I look at the contacts; hopefully, if all is
going well, looking at the contacts is a similar
kind of adventure as shooting is. I photograph
in terms of what looks interesting. . . .When I
look at pictures, when I look at the contacts,
then I have to ask, is the photograph
interesting?^
It is at this point, as much as the initial decision to record a
particular occurrence, that the subject matter and the formal elements
of the work must come together to express an idea or construct. So
we may assume that the intense process
of editing itself as the photo
grapher selects from possible subjects, through examinations of contact
sheets and decisions of what to print and how to print it requires
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a good deal more thought and labor than the instantaneous production
which Sontag ascribes to photography.
These 35 exhibition photographs may be examined as a group and/or
individually. So the question is, with no theme or article to illus
trate, what is the basis for selecting 35 photographs from a body of
work for exhibit? What makes one prefer one photograph over another?
The narrator in Thomas Mann's Death in Venice states that critical
praise is merely an outgrowth of inexplicable sympathetic feelings
towards a work: "Men do not know why they award fame to one work of
art rather than another. Without being in the faintest connoisseurs,
they think to justify the warmth of their commendations by discovering
in it a hundred virtues, whereas the real ground of their applause is
inexplicable, it is sympathy.
"--0 And, indeed, response to a work may
vary in time as the spectator's own experiences change.
A good deal of my photographs were taken because I was drawn to
certain people and sights and felt that I wanted to recognize them in
some way. It has been sometimes an attraction to a physical beauty
and sometimes a wonder at the seemingly constant flux of the stream
of humanity as people interact with themselves and with me as they
pass
by. Riding the commuter train from New Jersey to New York for
several
years, I was fascinated to view scenes,
from such a priviledged position,
of
peoples'
lives enacted in the backyard barbecuing, hanging up wash,
playing, etc. all simultaneously living their lives
unaware of
the people in other backyards and of me. And yet from my
perspective
on the fast moving train, which
generated in me a sense of transience,
they all seemed somehow
united in their vulnerability to the process
of existence. I feel that the photographs I've
edited for this
exhibition tend to suggest that same
sense of transience and an
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empathy for the human condition.
In exploring the sensibilities of the artist and those often
inexplicable feelings of empathy for certain people, Mann suggests that
"sights and impressions which others brush aside with a glance, a
light comment, a smile, occupy him more than their due; they sink
silently in, they take on meaning."11 For example, early in Death in
Venice, Aschenbach, the exemplar artist, a famed novelist who is the
central character, is standing outdoors occupied in thought and he is
"brought back to reality by the sight of a man standing in the portico,
above the two apocalyptic beasts that guarded the staircase, and some
thing not quite usual in this man's appearance gave his thoughts a
fresh
turn." z
Aschenbach had quite forgotten the man almost immediately,
"yet whether the pilgrim air the stranger wore kindled his fantasy or
whether some other physical or psychical influence came into play, he
could not tell; but he felt the most surprising consciousness of a
widening of inward
barriers."1-"
I don't wish to suggest that my photographs necessarily exert any
influence upon the viewer. But rather that the photographs, which
were made in response to an often inexplicable, perhaps intuitive,
response to a scene similar to
Aschenbach'
s or a feeling of empathy
for a person, reflect in some way the complex reality of which we are
a part. So I have tried to bring to the viewer the stranger with the
"pilgrim
air"
and presented him as I found him in such a way that
"whether he had come out of the hall through the bronze doors or
mounted unnoticed from outside, it was impossible to
tell.'*
And now,
having presented him, I'm inviting viewers to pay attention to and to
think through their own relationship with what they're seeing. The
suggestion is, of course, that these seemingly casual encounters have
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seem to have developed a style in which those photographs I find success
ful are always printed full frame. I don't propose that all photo
graphers should print in this manner, or that prints selectively
cropped are not successful. But for me, what seems to become a success
ful photograph makes good use of and incorporates into its form the
entire 35mm frame. To state why I don't crop photographs might be to
explain away something which has no rational basis. But to abide by
the limitation of the camera's format makes, for me, a purer activity,
within the confines of a relatively mechanical art, than it would be if
I allowed myself to crop. Too, the knowledge that I will not crop
what I photograph makes for more concentration as I search for subject
matter. The portability of the 35mm camera allows me to consider
subjects which reflect the continuity, contingency, flux of existence.
To crop, I think, would betray my concern for the flow of things.
My better photographs, I think, tend to undercut the boundaries of
the frame. Characters, figures seem to be moving on and off of the
photograph in defiance of, or oblivion to, the strictures of any
boundaries imposed on them, so that the implication of what is outside
of the frame has as much import as that which may be immediately
observed.
Framing a black and white photograph necessarily eliminates a
large segment of the almost 180 degrees the photographer was able to
see at the time, as well as the sounds, smells, color, etc. of the
original scene. The central problem of the photographer as defined by
John Szarkowski is a simple one: "What shall he include, what shall
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he reject?...The photographer edits the meanings and patterns of the
world through an imaginary frame. This frame is the beginning of his
picture's geometry."15 while the situation somewhat dictated the
way in which the photographs of the article "Take My Sins
Away"
(Fig. 16) were taken (in the rapidity of events, space in which action
took place, etc.) so that controlled framing was difficult, technical
and temporal demands for a photograph of Walden Pond (Figs. 49-50)
were relatively slight, and I suspect, though perhaps I didn't realize
it at the time, that I was making decisions about what to include or
not include in the frame. Where cropping was necessary (for spatial
restrictions, column width, etc.) in the "Take My Sins
Away"
photo
graphs, it was not necessary by reason of any external restrictions
in the Walden Pond photograph, which was one of the first photographs
I took and for which the original cropping (Fig. 50) was an attempt to
make forced connections between figures. Since I'd only started
printing my own negatives, cropping was a novelty for me.
Although cropping did not significantly change the photographs
in "Take My Sins
Away"
(Fig. 16), it can significantly change the
meaning of a photograph such as the one of Walden Pond. Full frame
(Fig. 49) there exists a certain amount of ambiguity concerning the
reclining woman's relationship to the rest of the people. As it was
originally cropped, vertically (Fig. 50), the woman became part of the
family group, but, printed full frame any decision as to relationship
is left to the viewer.
This uncropped Walden Pond scenario is reflective of the mood of
the rest of my photographs in the exhibition. My pictures are often
ambiguous, as they have not been framed in a manner to force any







to the viewer. Novelist Iris Murdoch finds unsuccessful those novels
in which characters are subject to the will or control of the author
and successfully human those in which the characters are allowed to
act as they can for themselves.16 A like comparison to the controlled
character could be made with the photograph in which the photographer
has chosen to set up an unmistakeable relationship or connection. I
am not trying to set up unmistakeable juxtapositions of objects but am
permitting a certain amount of ambiguity to exist in the photographs,
to allow differing responses depending on one's particular values and
experiences.
Those photographs which permit only limited response seem the
weakest photographs. While the circumstances of six photographs
excluded from the exhibition (Figs. 51-56) are not any different from
those of the included photographs that is, people are moving around,
interacting with some, oblivious to others the tone is quite different.
The humor of the situation seems too pointed and obvious and to over
power other elements of the photographs. The people are not presented
sympathetically. For instance, in Fig. 51, the three identical trouser
legs of the ushers protruding from the left hand corner suggest the
ritual of the wedding processional and ceremony as
orchestrated by
mothers of the bride and culminating in the placing of the ring on
the bride's finger. The bride is anonymous in the photograph and our
attention is directed to the flexing of her newly ringed finger. The
photograph suggests to me a cycle wherein the flower girl will replace
in a few years the headless bride concerned only with her ring. The
bewilderment of the flower girl is perhaps acceptable, but somehow the
abrupt pointing finger of the groom
and his directive to her overpowers














are other factors present in the photographs, they depend too much on
the facial expressions of two peoplethe woman in Fig. 53 and the
young boy in Fig. 54. There appears to be no alternative for the
viewer and he or she is deprived of what Richard Zakia, in Perception
and Photography, terms the "creative act of participation."17
I'd like to think that my own photographs, most of which have
commonplace subject matter, achieve what Arnheim suggests is the
"awareness of the symbolic meaning expressed in a concrete happening,
the sensing of the universal in the
particular"
which *"gives signi
ficance and dignity to all daily pursuits
"18 What I think are
my most successful photographs have a sense of movement about them.
It is as if a light were turned on for a brief instant as these people
move through the patterns of their lives, interacting with each other
and being aware of each other. The rectangular frame becomes their
stage and they perform on it as easily as they move on and off of it.
Sontag's introduction to Peter Hujar's Portraits in Life and
Death discusses the static nature of all photography in terms of the
juxtaposition of still and moving pictures in
Siodmak'
s movie,
Menschen am Sonntag (1928) :
The intrusion. . .is like the intrusion of death.
One minute we see ordinary folk milling, laughing,
grimacing, yearning. The next moment as, one by
one, they step before the street photographer's
black box we see them frozen, embalmed in a
"still."
The photographs shock in the flow of
the movie.
Sontag is proposing that photographs are static,
cannot exist in time,
cannot suggest the flow of things. But the still
photographs in
Siodmak'
s movie, like those in other
movies before and since, are no
longer photographs in their own right, but are now part of
the
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technique of another work. The photographs are assigned a parti
cular function, just as the camera on tripod with black cloth snapping
in the breeze is assigned a particular symbolic function in Mann's
Death in Venice.20 But these instances are not necessarily symbolic
of all photography.
For Sontag, photographs are not able to create a continuum of
thought because they do not exist in time and are dissociated. But
Max Kozloff sees photography as possessing much greater powers than
Sontag allows, and, in fact, recognizes a quite different use of the
still shot in a movie. For him the still in Francois Truffaut's
Jules and Jim, rather than suggesting death, offers a supercharged
reality:
...the effect is very much like Lartigue's action
photos: the poignant displacement of mobility by
immobility lends to the most candidly caught
sensations a maximum tension, a breathless per
manence. It is the decisive turning point in the
sensibility of photography.
Sontag claims that photography is "intimately connected with
discontinuous ways of
seeing,"
where the real is transfigured, distorted,
where the part claims to be the
whole22
and that there is no movement
possible in photography because it disconnects that which is photo
graphed from the flow of things and freezes the moment.23 But for
Arnheim, who, unlike Sontag, recognizes the dynamic possibilities of
the still photograph, photography's inability to render conventional
notion of movement is surmounted by
"tension,"
which, "inherent in any
percept as size, shape, location, or
color"
can "have magnitude and
direction"
determined by "the weight of neighboring
elements"
and by
"the shape of objects. . .along the axes of their structural
skeletons."2*
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to describe visual dynamics
which he defines as directed tension derived spontaneously during
perception from the given configuration of the pattern. Concerned
with direction and, therefore, time, Arnheim sees work without
directed tension or movement as dead.25
To Arnheim, the artist is aware not only of objects, but of the
dynamic nature of spaces between those objects. Thus, while in
Rorschach tests a concentration on interstices between figures may
normally be interpreted as indicative of stubborness <and paranoia, the
artist, trained to perform perceptual reversals, understands that
spaces separating figures must be as carefully defined, understood,
as figures themselves, that both figures and the spaces separating
them make for configuration.26 For Arnheim, whenever more than one
entity is present in a picture some kind of relationship
is set up,
depending on complementary and differing aspects of those
beings.
The shape of objects and the intervals between them is dynamic and the
empty space between objects "is compressed by the objects
and com
presses them in turn."27
An example of the dynamic nature of intervals between
objects is
offered in the photograph of people walking along a city street
with a
tree in the foreground (Fig. 57) in which the plastic area (a
kind of
triangle) defined by the boy, the tree and the group
of three people
on the right is as important as the people
and objects in the photo
graph. For me, there is a certain elasticity
suggested by the shape
when it is first defined by the three elements
mentioned and its
interplay with the area
defined by four elements created by the
in
clusion of the woman with the white
pocketbook. My perception of the
photograph is a "back and
forth"




of air. Any attempts to group elements by similarity or proximity,
etc. aren't successful. The photograph suggests a randomness because
there's no easy connection to be made between its elements and it
offers few clues towards interpretation. A tree is unexpectedly the
only striking permanent fixture in the photograph. It is also the
only thing in focus and treated three dimensionally with the modeling
effect of dappled light and the knot hole.
In addition to tensions between people and objects within my
thesis photographs, certain tensions exist because of the positioning
of some elements in relation to the very frame itself. Action is
suggested not only within the frame, but also outside the frame.
For example, in Fig. 58 the little girl leans over for
a moment, tem
porarily stepping out of our field of
vision. The people in Figs. 57,
59,60 and 61 appear to be imminently striding out of the frame and
the young boy in Fig. 62 is trying his best to
control the dog, but it
appears that he is shortly to be pulled inside
the doorway and out of
our sight just as the man on the right is already
half out of sight.
Though Sontag claims that "in photography
the subject matter always
pushes
through,"28
it seem that, first the way in
which we perceive
a photograph, or the
elements in a photograph, will dictate to
some
extent whatever interpretation one
chooses. As Zakia suggests:
What you experience when you look
at a photograph
is quite different from what you
would experience
were you to look at each item in the
photograph
separately. 29
A person sees by making comparisons,
and Gestalt laws of perceptual
organization as discussed by Arnheim and
Zakia tell , us that visual
elements that are similar
in shape, size and color











as related as do those elements in close proximity. In Fig. 61, for
example, the way in which we first perceive configurations of elements
in the photograph may tend to induce any later interpretation chosen.
Therefore the similarity in shape, size and tone of the two heads and
the similar shape and tonality of the two
figures'
left arms perhaps
tends to cause one to perceive these elements as connected or related.
The two arms, seeming almost to touch at the elbow, form the shape of
an
"X,"
whereas the young man's arms alone are seen to form an
"0,"
according to the Gestalt principle that "visual elements that require
the fewest number of interruptions will be grouped to form continuous
straight or curved
lines."
The man and woman in the photograph possibly don't know each
other. Yet there is a certain poignancy in the way they seem to be
turning away from one another, passing by. The viewer, I think, seeks
to explain or interpret the photograph in terms of a projected relation
ship between the two people not only because the photographer has
chosen to include two people within the frame, but because of the
way we first perceive certain elements in the photograph. And it's
perhaps the "passing
by"
quality, working against the compatibility of
their configurations, their forms, which attracts me to the photograph.
In fact, the two likely strangers become related within the frame of
the photograph.
When one looks at the photograph of people along the river bank
(Fig. 63) there is a tendency to connect or seek a relationship among
the three women not grouped with the other people. The eye tends to
travel from the slightly bent leg of the woman in the foreground to the
similarly bent leg of the woman in the
midground. Even though the third




completes a pattern formed by repetition. To continue this relation
ship between the three women, a straight line drawn between the two
heads that are visible would connect with the head of the woman in
the foreground, not shown in the photograph. Thus the position of
elements within the photograph actually calls our latent iorT(by
following the projected line) to something that exists outside the
frame. A certain amount of mystery exists in the mind of the viewer
surrounding the woman leaning ,against the pole, as it isn't obvious
what she's doing or what her relationship to the other -people, or
to what they seem to be watching, is. The photograph perhaps creates
a certain state of mind.
In the same way that a photograph can produce a special state of
mind by means of images, a poem can produce the poetic state of mind
by means of words. Paul Valery, 19th century French symbolist poet
held that
a poet's function. . .is not to experience the
poetic states that is a private affair. His
function is to create it in others. 31
Twenty-five of the 60 photographs were excluded from the exhibit
because they are not successful in recreating that
"poetic"
or special
state of mind. The photograph of the cabins on the beach (Fig. 64) is
a case in point, as it does not evoke the sense of desolation that I
perceived or experienced there. The cabins were standing on miles of
isolated sand dunes and were oddly reminiscent of some early human's
construct, situated in a circular pattern. They were obviously the
product of thinking beings, but were overshadowed by the miles of
natural sand dunes. The silence was interrupted by the almost non-




question concerning the presence or absence of sound when a tree
falls in the forest and no one is there to hear it. One of the
problems with the photograph of the cabins is that no one area is
clearly defined as figure. Were more of the cabins visible (a wider
lens could have been used or perhaps the subject to camera distance
been increased) it is possible that the proximity and similarity of
the visual elements (cabins) would facilitate the perception of a
circle and establish a visual equilibrium a closure. A Gestalt
principle states that "nearly complete familial lines and shapes are
more readily seen as complete (closed) than incomplete."32 Part of
the attraction of the cabins for me was the fact that they were
arranged in a circle (figure) upon miles of dunes (ground). This is
not evident in the photograph, however, and the line formed by the
cabins only dissects the
"ground"
of sky and sand into two almost
equal parts.
Those photographs that seem too obvious were excluded early in
the photographic process, which, as stated earlier, includes develop
ment, proofing, initial editing, work printing, final editing and
final printing. Of two photographs taken of Klansmen, one (Fig. 65) was
not included in the large group of 60 photographs, whereas the other
(Fig. 66) is part of the exhibition. Perhaps the innocence which one
may associate with the small boy provides too easy an opposition to
the feelings one may have about the Klan. In this context the juxta
position of the Klan with the boy on the bicycle seems too obvious
to me, whereas I would probably find the same visual tension
between
figures successful with another subject. For me the formal, almost
static quality of Fig. 66 is undercut by the slightly absurd small






The 35 prints of my exhibition were selected neither to illus
trate a verbal theme, nor sequenced to "channel the way in which a
series of pictures is seen for the sake of the meaning that comes out
in that
order"
as Minor White defined sequencing.33 My concern was,
as much as possible, to not violate the autonomy of the things I photo
graphed by their conversion into a symbol of some aspect of my own
sensibility. Nor was I attempting to suggest that the photographs are
equivalent to something else. White's theory of equivalence tends to
direct attention away from the photograph itself by inviting the
viewer not merely to speculate on the meaning of the photograph, but
even to replace the photograph with a self-created construct.3* For
White, the photograph of a cloud may be a metaphor for a specific
woman ,
...namely
her feminity. The photograph exhibits
softness, delicacy, roundness, fluffiness and so
corresponds to at least one feeling of emotion that
he (the photographer) has about her.35
But possibly both objects, cloud and woman, will be diminished in this
transaction.
An alternative to illustration, sequencing and equivalence is
photography which is akin to that branch of modern Imagist poetry
which Louis Zukofsky, American poet and critic, termed
"Objectivism."
For the poet William Carlos Williams, Objectivism differed from
Imagism in that it "concerned itself with an image more particularized,
yet broadened in its significance. The mind rather than the




Robert Creeley, though connections are always made between objects
encountered within particular moments of experience, the important
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thing is "how do you state something so that it occurs in its
autonomy rather than your assumptions of that autonomy."37 For
example,
Creeley'







at once refuses to transform, yet goes beyond the recording of sensory
experience, and while necessarily shaping a poem, allows things to
exist as they are sensed.
While Sontag finds photography paralleling Imagist poetry in the
way
both imply discontinuity, fragmentation, wrenching
things from their context (to see them in a "fresh
way"), then reassembling them arbitrarily, by
collage39
I feel that much photography tends more to reflect Objectivism rather
than
Sontag'
s interpretation of Imagism. My photographs, I think,
tend to allow things to exist as they are sensed, yet I pay attention
to those situations which reflect my own sensibilities rather than
focusing on the raison d'etre of the events themselves. I am
interested in random occurrences within the event rather than the
occurrences which conform to the ritual of the event. I am not particu
larly interested in communicating visual information about a place or
even about a specific people. My formal interest is in the random
way in which people organize themselves in relation to the frame. If
I have thematic concerns, they are with the complex and tenuous
con-
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nections between all human beings. So although photographs in my
exhibit were taken in such dissimilar places as Spruce Pine, Kentucky
and New York City, their location isn't immediately obvious, as I
haven't focused on the differences found in certain regions. The
photographs don't attempt a quick or easy assessment of a given place.
One could not, for example, determine that the photograph of Fig. 47
was taken in the fairly rural area of Pippa Passes, Kentucky and that
the scene of the photograph of Fig. 46 was Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
or that the photograph of Fig. 48 was taken in Niagara Falls, New York,
while the photograph of Fig. 44 was shot in New York City. The photo
graphs were taken, for the most part, on the street and at such
events as weddings, festivals, regattas and parades, although they
seldom focus on the apex of the event. Rather, the event serves as a
framework or background for
peoples'
comings and goings, in the same
way that the photographs taken on
the street and other public places
show people moving about the daily business of their lives. It
is
neither evident nor important that the photograph of the three women
(Fig. 59) or of the man and woman (Fig. 61) were taken
at a regatta, and
there is no evidence that the three boys (Fig. 67) were participants
in the same parade as were Ms. Hollon and the man driving her car
(Fig.
68).
For the most part I think my photographs tend
to invoke specula
tion rather than offer obvious clues
to what is happening. In Fig. 69,
the relationship of the man
on the right to the two women on
the left
is unclear. Is he looking at them or beyond
them? What is the point
of the mask of the boy in the middle? What is
the relationship of the
photographer to these people? The viewer may be
forced into making
a decision as to








frame to such an extent that the scene becomes static, a discontinuous
pose, or whether other elements in the photograph allow the image to
be of a continuous event or relationship.
I believe that my "photographic
attitude"
is closely related
to what A.D. Coleman sees as that mode of photography existing between
what he refers to as "directorial photography," where the photographer
"consciously and intentionally creates events for the express purpose
of making
images"
and that photography he terms "informational/
representational"
which has traditionally required the "conviction
that the image maker has not significantly intervened in the translation
of event into image."*0 That mode which reconciles the directorial
and the informational/representational tends to encourage the
interaction of the viewer's sensibility with that of the
photographer.*1
I have tried to avoid the type of photography that Max Kozloff
sees as exhibiting a
"patness,"
akin to the "incriminating cast of
illustration"
in Andrew Wyeth's painting. Kozloff feels that a special
consciousness is possible for photography which lies between the
narrative technique of fiction and the metaphoric technique of
painting. The work of photographers such as Garry Winogrand he sees as
stylized cliches where the "photographers may lie in wait for similar
subjects, like duck shooters for their prey.
"42 For Kozloff, Wino
grand'
s photographs are comments and "however caught by
happenstance,"
calculated.
By not illustrating verbal themes for my exhibition I
have sought
to avoid this shooting of "similar
subjects."
I have tried to approach
that style of photography which Elaine King suggests, in a review of
"5 Chicago
Photojournalists,"




s and P. Michael
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Sullivan's photographs, King comments,
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usually deal with one subject an isolated gesture or person that
compromises the entire composition of each
photograph."
These photo
graphs are seen as lacking contingency, of being unable to embrace
what one would like to think are the complexities of existence. But
of Danny Lyon's photographs King comments:
Lyon is aware of the many aspects of a single event
and how the essence of a scene is often dependent
on the details and actions surrounding it. His
events do not take place in an isolated world. They
exist in a compounded and confused environment *-*
I have striven for the type of photographs which, as Dru Shipman says,
"themselves, in the way they look, imply lack of intention. "*4 Such
apparent randomness may be seen, I feel, in many of the photographs
of Josef Koudelka, the Czech photographer. His photographs are
gestures of place and time, and their universal significances, or
statements, seem almost incidental to things happening within the
photograph.
For Robert Frank, photography today deals with one's personal
life; "it records in some way what you see, or your environment or
travels."*5 These 35 photographs in the exhibition are a record of
my environment, my travels and what I saw. There is little overt
action contained in the photographs and nothing startling happens,
but there is movement and direction emphasizing connections and tensions
between people and objects. They don't upset the pace of experience,
but unfold in much the same way in which events engage our conscious
ness. It would be pleasant to think they sometimes approach the
quality of certain
drama*6
where the presence of people on the stage
is unexplained, conversation random, nothing seems to happen, yet
beneath that exterior of banality, forces, often frightening, are at
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work.
I think the exhibition photographs suggest a randomness and a
casualness of vision almost peripheral vision. The scenes are
commonplace, things that would normally engage our consciousness for
only a brief time if at all. But it is as if they trigger, by some
sort of memory trace, an awareness of a similar situation or person,
or perhaps they trigger a chain of associative relationships. One
hopes the viewer comes away not with just an awareness of the
particularness of the situation of the photograph, but with an
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